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2 
In my fil"st message through the Rebelogue to you, the s-tudents of 
RiverRide, I should Zike to express my happiness Ot>el" the opportunity 
I have had to be assoaiated with you. I found all of you most friendZy 
to l'le, a newcomer. I have enjoyed working with yoUl" Student CounaiZ 
and with other student or•ganizations . I have been i171f?ressed by your 
ahiUty to take char>ge whether in planning and l'Unning a student 
function or in pursuing yoUl" fomaZ education. I have high hopes for 
your success in the future and Zook forward to pZaying some smaU part 
in your achievements here in the school. 
~eve 1/tee-~ 
1/k. ~09'H··· 
The school year 1969- 1 70 bas seen 
many changes at Riverside S . S. - some 
of which included the changes in faculty 
and administration. 
All these changes have been effected 
smoothly and with continuity. The II school" 
has functioned well and in a most orderly 
fashion. 
You, the students, have changed some-
what too. Hair has become longer, skirts 
have become shorter, beards and mous-
taches have appeared where none appeared 
before. Approval has been asked for by 
the Student Council and given by the 
administration, for our females to wear 
dress slacks. In the words of a great 
scholar whose name I have forgotten, some 
girls did not ask themselves the question, "Does the ' end' justify the 'jeans'?" We in administration 
merely have shrugged our shoulders and said, "so what" . 
However, the changes I deplore are these. I find that many students have now taken quite a blase' 
attitude to studies, responsibility, and school spirit. A certain core few will and have given of 
themselves along school activity lines. Others say, "Let Joe do it. n Too many have the attitude 
that you're "square" if you take part in activities around the school. 
Cheerleaders have trouble getting, what few spectators come to hockey, football , or basket-
ball games, to cheer their team on - my apologies to those who support and cheer our teams. 
However, you teen-agers are not all that way. A 11tip of the topper" to those who recognize 
their responsibility to themselves, their pai·ents and their school. Keep up the good work, the 
good spirit you show and Riverside will continue to be a leading light among schools of the 
Windsor System. 
Mr. W. Ragin 
A message from this office to the student body must, of necessity be brief. I have had little 
opportunity to become well acquainted with the majority of you. This is one of the occupational 
hazards of the position. Probably, l have become too well- known to a very few of you. This is also 
an occupational hazard. 
... ad 1/k. fl~ 
I have been very impressed with you as a 
student body. With few exceptions, you make 
an excellent impression on visitors to our 
school. You have great potential to make your 
total secondary school experience rewarding 
and ENJOYABLE. I suggest that these years 
can be both, if you are prepared to accept this 
fact of life- there is no recipe for instant per-
fection- in society, in administration among 
teaching staffs a nd most significantly, among 
you, the student body. 
To the graduates, may you find your own 
Nirvana. To th e undergraduates, may you 
achieve, in the future, the degree of success 
which you deserve. 
Mr. G. Jenkins 
3 
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This yearbook is dedicated to Riverside Secondary School 1969- '70 -
to you, the people who made up Riverside. We, the Rebelogue Staff, tried 
from the start to create a book which embodied all aspects of this school, 
whatever they would be. Unfortunately, your lack of interest and co-
operation made this very difficult. We cannot possibly portray something 
which is not there. Remember this when you criticize this book and ask 
yourself, "What did I contribute this year?" 
This school needs your support and involvement in all the activities 
it presents to you. None of them, including yearbook staffs, can exist 
without your support. Therefore-Get Involved! 
Gloria Bielecki (Editor) 
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JANIS ALLEN 13A 
CHRIS BOWMAN 13A 
MIKE CHARRON 13A 




MIKE COULSON 13A 
RICHARD "ACE" AYTOUN 13A 
B . P. Hijacked Eastern Air-
liner 
Amb. Egyptian Grave Digger 
F . A. 11Hava Nagila ve Ishma 
Ha" 
Pt. Pve. Brennan (especially 
cheerleaders), torn ligaments. 
RICHARD FARROW 13A 
B. P . Windsor 
Amb. M. W. 
F . S. "Get out" 
Pt. Pve. Double periods 
of Chemistry 
Act. M. W. , Roadrunner, 
babysitting 
P . F . Married and six kids. 
CHRIS BOYKO 13A 
WAYNE COLLEDGE 13A 
SUSAN CONNOR 13A 
B, P , Leamington 
Amb. Social Worker 
F . S. "Time to go" 
Pt. Pve. A certain 
Math teacher that 
thinks I'm always 
drunk 
Act. Chasing horse in 
Kiwanis Park 
P. F. Become head 
cashier at the Big 110 11• 
TIM HARTLEY 13A 
B. P . Windsor 
Amb. Engineer 
F. S. You know 
Pt. Pve. English 
Poetry class. 
STEVE FREEMAN 13A 
CRAIG JOHNSON 13A 
B. P . Windsor 
Amb. Hermit 
F. s. Yes 
Pt. Pve. The Biggies 
Act. Football, Wrest-
ling, B. A. A. 
P,F, Subway Crammer. 
CATHY McGRATH 13A 
B. P. Stratford 
Amb. To be a big kid 
F. S. You're my kind 
of guy 
Pt. Pve. Girdles 
Act. Figure skating, 
swimming, cheer-
leading, graduation 
and prom committees 
P. F . Stay a little 
kid. 
KAREN 0 1TOOLE 13A 
B. P. Trenton, Ontario 
Amb. Nursing 
F. S. I'M sure! 
P.P. ??? 
Act. Style Swimming, Sad 
P . F . Stripper at National 
Burlesk 




JUDY PENTLAND 1 3A 
KEITH HAZELL 13A 
JACK McCARTHY 13A 
BILL McLEOD 13A 
B . P . Back of 52 
VWl 
Amb. To be able to 
fly so I can be a hero 
and 6 1 6 11 
F . S. Heyyy Heyyy 
Pt. Pve. Changing 
into my costume in 





MARCEY STRACKE 13A 
KEITH WALKER 13A 
DON WILSON 13A 
JlM WYLLIE 13A 
B. P. Windsor, Ontario 
F . S . Hey guess what? The 
car just stalled! 
Pt. Pve. Cars that stall 
Amb. To start the car on the 
first attempt 
P. F. To stall on a railroad 
track 
Act. Starting Ford, Falcons, 
Golf, Homework. 
EDNA STOREY 13A 
B . P, Windsor 
F. S. I hate school 
Pt. Pve. brothers, cousins, 
school 
Amb. ? ? ? 
P. F . Housewife 
Act. Cooking, sewing. 
RANDY TRIPP 13A 
B. P . Next to my mother. 
F. S. Sorry I broke 
your thermometer, 
Mr. H. 




P. F , Waiting for 
miniskirts to dis-
appear 
Act. Football, hockey, 
breaking thermometers . 
"BUD11 WEISSHAAR 13A 
B. P. Europe 
F . s. on wow! 
Pt, Pve. Haircuts 
Amb. Swinger 
P . F . V.aste away 
Act, Surfing, travel-
ling. 
IAN WILSON 13A 
11 
DAVID ALBU 13B 
B. P. Detroit 
F. S. Eh? 
RICHARD 
BENKENDORF 13B 
Pt. Pve. Fluorescent orange 
walls 
Amb. Study English 
P . F. In the Deep End 
Act. Driving, Guitar, Com-
ponent Stereo. 
BOB CBAIRLEBOIS 13B 
SYBIL DICKSON 13B 
B. P . Windsor 
F. S. No way 
Pt. Pve. People who 
laugh at dirty jokes 
just to let others know 
they got it .. 
Amb. Accomplish 
self- realization 
Act. French 1st period, 
English 2nd period, 
etc. 
BRUCE GALLINGER 13B 
B. P . Windsor 
F. S. I' rn in school 2 
hrs. everyday 
Pt. Pve. The Rebel-
ague Staff who change 
my picture and comments 
every year 











DEREK JOHNSON 13B 
B. P. Toronto, #738516/51 
F. S. It's all coming to an 
end soon 
P. P. Student Apathy, U.S. 
Amb. Publish Books 
P. F. Numbered Executive 
in large corp. 
Act. Utopian Editor 
NEIL CONNOR 13B 
JOE DOBSON 13B 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S . Uh! 
Pt. Pve. French 
Amb. Engineer 
P, F. Six Feet Under 
Act. Heavy Sleeping 
NANCY GRIMES 13B 
B. P. The Big City 
F.S. Wong 
Amb. Teacher 
P. F . Student 
Act. Drama Club 
HENK KLEYN 13B 
B. P. Netherlands 
F. S. you' re close 
P. P. school 
Amb. Mechanical 
Engineer 
P. F . Millionaire. 
JARMILA KABRIEL l3B 
B.P. Berlin 
F.S. 
P, P. Roy S. 
Amb. to stri;ce oil, to see 
a B .•.. 
P.F. to work in a gas 
station 
Act. using up gas. 
KAREN McCALLUM 13B 
ANNE McGREGOR 13B 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Hello! 
(in my own special way) 
P. P. certain organ 
Amb. to get pinned 
and go to Queen' s 
P . F. joirung a sorority 
at St. Clair College 
Act. Exp. life. 
KATHY ORR 13B 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. ~inny, You "nit" 
P, P. when a certain 
person doesn't talk 
Amb. to get that person to 
talk 
P . F. becoming nun. 
MARY KELLY l3B 
BILL PARENT l3B 
JANE MACKIE 13B 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. You're close! 
P. P. hockey games 
Amb. HA HA 
P, F. Old maid by 
the time I'm 20. 
Act. Roller Skate. 
I. 0, D. E. 
BILL McCOLLOUGH l3B 
JANIS MOR.I\N 13 B 
B. P. 
F.S. 
P. P. questionaires 
revealing myself 









DEBBIE PRINCE 13B 
B. P . \Vindsor 
F . S Hi Guy! Wutchya 
Doin! 
P. P . Filling out 
Que stionarie s 
Amb. U . of W. 
P . F. Drown!! 
Act. Swimming. 
CAROL RIGGS 13B 
B.P. Windsor 
F . S. Deb, what's my 
favourite saying 
P. P . VW's that don't 
start 
Amb. Nursing 
P. F . Hosp. janitor 
Act. swimming at 
Deb' s,Accidents and 
Max. 
KEVIN WEIR 13B 
B. P . 'Aindsor 
F . S. You bet your 
sweet cheeks! 




P. P . to be a nice guy 





BECKY WILSON l3B 
MARY JANP POLiflLL 13B 
B. P. Metropolitan 
F . S. Did you see It Takes 
a Thief? 
P . P. tv. repeats 
Amb. Geog. major at U of 
T 
P. F. tv. critic. 
GORD \\INCH 13B 
MARY PYLAK l3B 
B. P. Windsor 
P . P . wrong nttmbers, 
shrunk levis 
Amb. getting wrong 
number that's for me 
Act. Rebelogue. 
PAUL RY \N l3B 
BEVIN \~'ELLWOOD l3B 




DIANE BARKER 13C 
B. P. Here 
F.S. Hey 
Pt. Pve. Work 
Amb. Beach Bum 
P.F. 
Act. Bumming around. 
RUSSELL G. BENNETT 
B. P. Nfld. .(Belle Isle) 
F. S. Hi! Beautiful 
Pt. Pve. R. S.S. 
Amb. Chartered 
Accountant 
P. F. Chartered 
Garbage Pickup 
Act. Failing, Flunking, 
and Nadine. 
CAROL CHAPMAN 13C 
B . P. Windsor 
F. S. It's a fraternity 
pin 
Ft. Pve. German 
Amb. Queen's, Physio-
Therapy 
P . F . Only Linda B. 
knows 





LINDA CROSBIE 13C 
CATHY .\RCHER 13C 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. 1 don't know 
Pt. Pve. Not knowing 
Amb. To know 
P. F. To never know 
Act. Trying to find out. 
ALLISON DANDIE l 3C 
B. P . Windsor 
F.S. Oh wow! 
GERALD BARNES 13C 
RITA C. BUCHHOLZ 13C 
B . P. Manitoba 
F . S. Is that right 
Pt. Pve. Finding out 
no one has been listening 
Amb. Interior 
designer 
P. F. Selling 
wallpaper for glass 
houses. 
Act. Avid rnovie fan. 
ALLAN COWIN l 3C 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S . "That a boy Al" 
Pt. Pve. Long skirts, 
slacks, Math A form. 
Amb. Ha Ha Ha 
P. F. my ambition 
Act. Unlimited. 
Pt. Pve. People who burp. 
Amb. Queen's University 






























MIKE FREKER 13C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. That a boy Al 
Pt. Pve. Capital 
Letters 
GEORGE DAVIES 13C 
B. P . Umtawanga 
F. S. Where we drinkin 
tonight 
Pt. Pve. Sons of Grecian 
Pigs 
Amb. To enjoy life without 
working 
Act. Basket weaving. 
Amb. no comment 
P. F . Unmentionable 
Act. Private. 
LYNN HUSSEY 13C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. I can't move 
Pt. Pve. Dundee and 
doors that stick 
Amb. To be top 
groupie 
P . F . Ticket receiver 
at Easttown 
Act. Weekend hippie, 
gobbling the chips . 
EWALD KRUMES 13C 
BOB LECHIEN 13C 
B. P. Rainbow Motel 
F . S . Hubl Huh! Huh! 
Pt, Pve. A certain 
c hemistr y teacher 
Amb. engineer 
P. F , Creator of a two 
story outhouse 
Act, Edith, Karate . 
MAX DOTTERMANN 13C 
B. P . I haven't found it yet 
F. S. What's her name 
Pt. Pve. --- ----- ---
Amb. To Go to law school 
P. F . To be uneducated 
Act, Football, girls. 
ALEX MACK 13C 
B. P , Falkirk, Scotland 
F . S. "That a boy Al" 
Pt. Pve. Small Print 
Am b. Accountant? 
P. F , Petty Clerk 
Act. Many and varied. 
ERNIE HENDERSON 13C 
B. P . double bed on 
Pitt Street 
F. S. You zapped 
again 
Pt. Pve. flipping the 
tiddley instead of 
the wink 
Amb. To wear a bra! 
P . F . Pounding and 
cranking! 
Act. Captain America, 
J ANICE FAITH KOVAL 
B. P, Windsor 
F . S .I'm really sure 
Pt. Pve. Monday morn. 
tests 
Amb. History teacher 
P. F , University drop 
out 
Act . Not many. 
J ACK LEAKE 13C 
B, P . Toronto 
F . S. Bag it Bulla 
Pt. Pve. Old Ladies 
Clubs 
Amb. Planning funer . 
P . F . A Peppy Pickle 
Plucker 







JOHN MAJOR 13C 
~'hereas a name 
Is not my head, 
Forget my Face 
And I am dead. 
BRENDA MILNE 13C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Oh no! not another 
test! 
P. P. First year teach 
who throw their weight 
around 
Amb. Waterloo, Wind. 
or Western 
P. F . Windsor 




B. P . Muddy York (To. ) 
F . S. I don1t speak 
the language too 
we:1 
P. P . Flash and people 
who put other people 
down for no reason 
Amb. to be published 
P. F . being a writer 
Act. Frustrated film-
maker. 








BILL STUART l3C 
WALTER MANNEY l3C 
B . P. Too young to 
remember 
F . S.???? 
P. P. Filling out 
questionaires 
Arnb. To go to a respect-
able university 




DON TAYLOR 13C 
B. P. I forgot 
F. S. Garbage on That 
P , P . Grease 
BRENDA PATCHELL 
13C 
DAVE PERRY 13C 
B. P . Not far from a 
one- sided card game 
F . S. If I ever got any 
cards maybe I could 
win once 
P . P. Consistently 
losi ng at cards 
Amb. to win a game 
Act. Attending class 
between card games. 
NORMAN SMITH 13C 
B. P . Rosecity 
F . S . #!*-!?! 
P . P . Dogs who run 
last 
Amb. Win daily double 
P . F. Never break 
100 
Act , supporting 
Windsor Raceway, 
golf,tenms. 
Amb. To discover a grease 
disintegrator 
P . F . To be boiled in oil 
Act. mostly sitting in the 
library. 
JOHN TUZ 13C 
B. P . Found in a teacher1 s 
desk drawer 
F. S. "Your teacher has mis-
informed you. " 
P . P . Teachers 
Amb. to become a teacher 
Act. Complaining about 
teachers. 
BOB WAGNER 13C 




WENDY BARRON (RED) 13D 
B . P . Aboard a Sopwith Camel 
F . S. Complaining in General 
& "Hooti" 
P . P . Grade 13 and those who 
avoid involvement. 
Amb. Get a degree, travel. 
Befriend Snoopy 
P , F , Popcorn vendorat 
Act. Headgirl, Cheerleading . 
DALE TWEES 13C 
B . P. Toronto 
F. S. Cool it, will you 
P. P . mannerless morons 
Amb. engineering 






GARY WEAVER 13C 
BASSINGTHW AITHTE 
B. P . Oshawa, Ontario 
F . S . You know What! ? 
P. P . Insincerity and 
violence. 
Amb. To find reality 
P. F . Happiness on the 
other side. 
Act. Dreaming, skipping 
classes. 
LEWIS BEVAN 13D 
B. P. \\ rndsor 
l . S. I don •t talk that much 
P. P. Second Period Lunches 
Amb. To get Sixth Period 
Lunch 
P , F·. First Period Lunches 
Act. Outdoors, Lunches. 
GEORGE N. C. 
BOLOHAN 
B. P . Windsor, Ontario 
F. S. "Sure Why Not? 11 
P, P. Other people 
smoking my cigarettes 
Amb. Still hopin to 
get the . . .. out of 
Riverside 
P. F. Who Knows l 
Act. Football, Don 
President, Stu. 
Council Exec. 
MIKE DUTCHUK 13D 
B. P . Windsor, Ontario 
F. S. "I hope the Red 
Wings ~et clobbered 
tonight 
P, P. The Detroit Red 
Wings, and anything 
"Red" 
Amb. Dentist 
P . F . Coach of the 
Detroit Red Wings 
Act. Hockey, Hunting. 
BARB FORMAN 130 
B,P, \\indsor 
F . S. Yippy SkiPflY 
P. P. A certain 1\\ art" 
Amb. Teacher 
Act. Member of the 




MARY HAINES 13D 
B . P, London 
F . S. How• s every little 
thing? 
P. P . A certain "Wart" 
Amb. To write a perfect 
math test!! 
P. F . victim of the pool 
filter 
Act. Swimming. 
LINDA BIELECKI 13D 
B. P, Windsor 
F. S. Can't wait to get out 
of this place 
P.P. Windsor 
Amb. Nursing in London 
P.F. Hotel Dieu, BLE'\11! 
Act. Grad Committee, Dons 




KATHY HARTFORD 13D 
B. P . Windsor 
F , S. What a fool! 
P . P . \ certain singer 
Amb. Lab Technician 
Act. Member of Kinder-
garten corner. 
JANIS ANNE BRICK 
l3D 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. You know 
P. P . The Establish-
ment 
Amb. Teacher 
P . F, Taking Mission 
Impossible next year. 
Act. Gr. 13 Rep, 
Spares and more spares. 
CHLRYL FEOICK l3D 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Oh, you little 
de\ 11 ! 
P . P. Conceited People 
Amb. Graduate this 
year, go to California 
P. F. Stay single for 
the rest of my life. 
Act. Friday and 
Saturday nites. 
LUCY GILBERT l3D 
KIM KRISTY 13D 
B. P . Windsor 
MARY HOWIE 13D 
F . S. It's good for you 
Pt. Pve. Bubble gum 
Amb. Yes 
P. F . Fate 
Act. Mary Ann. 
LAURETTE LAROQUE 
13D 
KEN MARSHALL 130 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Drop Dead ! 
Pt. Pve. rebelogue 
censors 
Amb. To get rid of 
the rebelogue censor 
P . F . To be censored 
again 
Act. Writing up these 
forms, par ties, etc . 
SUE NOAKES 13D 
B. P . Brantford, Ontario 
P . P , Hate trying to figure 
out pet peeves 
Amb. T o be happy and to be 
a teacher 
P. F . Carleton University 
& teaching 
Act. Counting cash at A&P, 
Keeping head above water. 
HEATHER JACOB l 3D 
BARBARA JO-ANNE 
NOSOTTI 13D 
B . P . Don't seem to re-
member really 
RUTH LANDGRAFF 13D 
B. P . Windsor 
Pt. Pve. Teachers 
Amb. Teacher 
P.F. Death 
Act. 11 enough to keep 
me busy11 • 
DAN MARKOVICH l3D 
B. P . The 11 Met11 
F . S. "Get Back ! 11 
Pt. Pve. Gr. 13 
Amb. to become 
ambitious 
P. F . Working on the 
line in a PUMA BAG 
factory. 
BRAD NISBET 130 
F . S. I think I'll go get a 
drink of water 
P . P. Front table 
Amb. Irene can tell you that 
one 
Act. Spares and spares I 
SUE TINNING 130 
ANNE 
V!\NDEREERDEN 
MIKE POPE l3D 
B.P. Windsor 
P. P. People who get A' s 
P. F. Complete ignorance 
F. S. Right 
Amb. To become intelligent. 
B. P. The Netherlands 
F. S. Don't get hyper 
P . P . "Intellectuals" 
Amb. Social work 
MICHAEL WEEKES l3D 
LLOYD LEBOUEF l3D 
CATHY SUGDEN 13D 
AUDREY TRESSAM l3D 
B. P. Hamilton 
F.S. I'm sure! 
P. P. Being called a 
brown (when I'm not) 
Amb. Physiotherapist 
P . F. Flunking out 
Act. Style swimming 
C. M . , Roller Skating. 
MARO WALLI\ilAN l3D 
B. P . Salvation Army 
Hospital 
P. P. Questions and 
questions without 
any answers 
Amb. B. Sc. N. from 
Western 
P.F. Windsor U. 
Act. School, Teaching 
music, Going out. 
CATHY WOODALL l3D 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S . You' re kidding 
P . P. Cutting up pigs 
in biology 
Amb. U. of T . 
Act. Style swimming, 
Curling, Student 
Council, W. L . O. 
21 
BARBA RA SUSAN BARRON 
12A 
B . P . St. Catberines 
F. S. I don't know 
P.P. Math tests, people 
who leave fountains running 
Amb. travel around the 
world before I'm 25 
P . F. Stay in Windsor and 
get lung cancer from breath-
ing too much 
Act. Choir, U. N. Club. 
NANCY BREBNER 12A 
B. P . Windsor 
F.S. You know "Dees" 
P . P . French Perfume 
Amb. Teacher 




J IM 11TYRONE11 CAMPBELL 
B. P . Park bench in beautiful 
downtown Burbank 
F . S. You wanna cheap 
walnetto? 
P . P . That one cutie on the 
bench 
Amb. Cuties on park benches 
P. F. A concussion from 
Miss Ortnphby 
Act. Cuties on park benches. 
BECKY CHESTER 12A 
B. P . London 
F . S. Anybody want to 
go to London? 
P . P . Moochers 
Amb. To play offence 
on the "other team" 
P . F . To lose 
Act. Cheerleading, 
Don, J . K. 
ANN L ORRAIN DRAGO 12A 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. I 'm sure 
P . P . afternoon assemblies 
Amb. to enjoy life 
P . F . F r ench interpretor 
Act. swimming. 
GLORIA BIELECKI 12A 
B . P . Grace Hospital, Windsor 
F. s. I can't stand this 
school 
P . P . Ethnic humour 
Amb. Genecist, to be educ-
ated 
P. F . Editor of U . of W. 
Yearbook 
Act. Editor of Rebelogue, 
P.C.A . Y., T.C.R. 's. 
MAU REEN ANNETTE 
CAMPEAU (MOE) 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. I'm sure 
GILLIAN BURNS 12A 
B. P . England 
F . S. "And I use the 
term loosely" 
P, P. Having two backs 
domineering persona-
lities 
Amb. Playing lead 
part in "little 
rascals" 
P . F . Alfalfa 
Act. Don, Drama Club, 
"Skin". 
P . P. Boys who wish you too 
many "happy New Years" 
Amb. Go to B . C. 
P. F . Die trying 
Act. Rebelogue, Rebel Fan, 
SAM. 
L ESLIE DUMVILLE 12A 
B. P . Gimli, Manitoba 
F . S. Tsk, Tsk 
P . P . Not have a funny pet 
peeve 
Amb. Bio- Chemist 




B . P, Windsor 
F . S. I don't want to 
be rude but . .. 
P . P . People don't 
t hink ! 
Amb. Break the 100 
yard dash record 
P . F. Become a girl 
watcher 
Act. Table tennis, 
chess, Football. 
Act. U. N . Cl ub, eating, 
walking ... , and somet imes 
school. 
LIZ HOLDEN 12A 
B. P. Windsor 
MARG J.\RET ANN FULLER 
B. P. ~ indsor (What a place 
to be born!) 
F. S. Are you kidding? 
P, P. Insincere people,being 
cold 
Amb. To find out what it's 
all about 
P , F, Commit suicide 
Act. being pessimistic, 
trying to keep warm . 
F . S. What's a 11Leets"? 
P, P. boredom 
Amb. to find out who 
"leets" is 
P. F. to drop Math and 
History and 
Act. an ex-Don. 
RANDOLPH JOHNSTON 12A 
B. P . The city of Roses 
F.S. Je Voudrai que pat 
M'Embrace 
P . P, Losing basketball 
games 
Amb. B. P.H. E. Major in 
Physical education 
P . F. Majoring in Math 
Act. Basketball, cross-
country, B. A. A. Football, 
Student Council, Don I s Club. 
LIZ MACDON ALO 12A 
B. P. Montreal 
F. S. Your•e spoofing 
me 
Pt. Pve. Reading in 
English 
Amb. To be happy 
P . F. Who knows 
Act. UN Club. J . A., 
Retarded Children. 
MARY ANN McGRATH 12A 
F . S. If you don't tell me 
I'll be so mad 
P. P . This, lots, Forest, 
Ontario 
Act. Kim 
KEN HOBBS 12A 
ESTHER LOARING 12A 
B . P . here 
F. S. Oh, I don't know 
P. P. Dummies 
MELISSA HOLLAND 12A 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S . I 1 m going to kill 
you 
P. P. sitting through 
a whole day of school 
Amb. to pass a math 
test 
P . F. dye my hair 
brown 
Act. talking. 
Amb. To not be a dummy 
P.F. a dummy 
Act. I forget . 
PETER McBEAN 12A 
B. P . Toronto Oen. 
Swimming Pool 
F. S. Blub ! Bulb! 
Gasp! Where are we? 
P . P, Riverside's 
apathy and immaturity 
Amb. Happiness & the 
French Horn spit 
valve. 
P. F. drowning in a 
puddle of spittle 
Act. Band, Swimming. 
BONNlE KRISTINE MENN.A 
12A 
B . P . Windsor 
F, S. "Definitely" 
P , P. Wearing glasses that 
fall off my nose 
Amb. To learn more 
languages 
P. F . Taking Math 
Act. Swim instructor. 
GLORY POLLEN 12A 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. Not meaning to 
be rude but, 
MOIRA NIKANDER 12A 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. No, I'm Moira she's 
Esther 
P. P. People who call me 
"Esther-Moira, I mean 
Moira-Esther, I mean 
Amb. Actress 
P . F . Prompter 
Act. Band ,Choir.Drama 
Club, Various Bands and 
Sleeping. 
P . P . 4 ft. grade niners 
Amb. give gr. niners 
Kellogs to tall up with 
P . F. crushed by Snap, 
Crackly & Pop 
Act. Basketball J . A. R . 
GAVIN SHAW 12A 
B. P . Windsor's Lower 
East Side 
F. S. 111 hate you" 
P . P. Maureen Z . 
Amb. To get out of 12A 
alive 
P . F . Buried alive in French 
supplementary work 
Act. Living clean. 
I.\IIAUREEN ZAKOOR 12A 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. I can't stand it, I 
hate you 
P . P . Forest Ont. , 
Ya- da- da- da's, Gavin 
Shaw 
Amb. Drop Latin 
P . F . Take Latin next 
year 
Act. l:onvincing stray 






B. P. Grace Hospital 
F. S. Yes Sue, It's Puffy 
P , P, People asking me if 
I'm next for marriage 
Amb. To wait a couple of 
Years 
P. F . Marriage 
Act, G . A, A. Dons, Gr. 12 
Rep. B. B. V. B. 
TANYA WOJCIK 12.1\ 
B . P . Here 
P.P. Fresh air, exercise 
F.S. I wonder if he's 
married 
J IM ROBINSON 12A 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. For Awhile 
P . P. Homework, Rot-
ten weather for work, 
the rain 
Amb. "Quien Sabe no 
se11 
P . F . Teacher 
Act. F . B . S. S. K. 0 . 
F . N. 
Amb. Marry an old Greek 
millionaire, teach 
pheasants Ukrainian dances, 
parapsychslogy 
P . F. Orthodox nun 
Act. Collecting stamps at 
Beaver station, tripping, 
C. Y, M. K. , closing windows. 
JOHN ANDREW 12B 
B. P . Soko London 
F , S, 111 know" "Hi Guy" 
P . P. Trained Hippos 
VIOLET ZONJIC 12A 
B. P . Lunch box city 
(Windsor) 
P . P. being able to 
swim and dive so well 
P. F . L abour organizer 
in a maternity ward 
Amb. Professional 
sky hook 
Act. Watching cheese 
fer ment and cement 
mixers turn 
F . S. Zulch. 
I see, I see You are unreal 
Amb. To run around the 
world 
P . F . running myself into 
the ground, or becoming a 
know it all 
Act. Cross-countr y B. A. A. 
DAVE ARTHURS 12B 
8. P. Basement of the Royal 
Ont. Museum 
F. S. It I s problems like this 
that make life interesting 
P.P. Filling these forms 
Amb. Archaeologist 
P. F. Ditch digging 
Act. Science Fair Com. 
digging, fixing my wagon, 
SUSAN CLANCY l2B 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. Stick it in your 
ear 
P. P. People who 
carry sticks 
Amb. Get rid of all 
students cards so l 
can work on teaching 
P. F. Post graduate 
work giving out S. C. 
Act. G. A . A. Rangers 
Volleyball, Dons, 
Student Council. 
PA TRICIA DOMINO 128 
JOE FARRAH 12B 
KRISTA FARROW 128 
ROBERT CLARK 
BILLINGHURST 
B. P , Toronto 
F . S. Give some people an 
inch and they think they are 
rulers. 
P . P. Whatever turns me off 
Arnb. To be or not to be 
P . F . Psychiatrist on a 
poultry farm taking care of 
cracked eggs 
Act. Whatever turns me on 
JENNY ENG 128 
B. P . China 
F. S. I'm in a bad way 
P . P . Pool classes 
Amb. Wish I knew 
TERRY COLLINS l2B 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. Rack 
P . P . Drowning- afraid 
of water 
Amb. Give me a good 
stick, some money, 
and who knows 
P . F. Hustler 
Act. Swimming. 
P. F . Never knowing 
Act. Teasing my brother 
DAVID HOLDER 12B 
ANTHONY PETER 
FARRAH 
8, P . Windsor 
F . S . Let's have a 
party 
P . P . People who trip 
themselves in Eng. 
Amb. Become a lawyer 
P , F . Work in the 
market for the rest of 
my life 
Act. Taking out older 
girls . 
B. P. Wasn't there to see it 
F . S. What's my favourite 
saying? 
P . P. Short people 
Amb. Pig my ruler, perman-
ent beach-bum 
P . F. Stomped by 316 11 Teenie 
bopper 
Act. Yes l Mickey Mr Club 
GREG HYATT 12B 
B. P . Windsor 
F. S . You can't win them all 
P. P . Losing an argument 
to Mr. Sabo 
Amb. to stay awake in 
Geography class 
P. F . Forced labour in a 
peanut factory 
Act. Tennis, Badminton, 
Table Tennis. 
ROBERT JOLIE 12B 
B. P . Windsor 
F, S. Well I ' ll be 
a ...• , 
P. P. Maxi Coats 
Amb. 1st. man on 
Mars 
P. F. Stranded in 
Space. 
JOAN LEAKE 12B 
B . P. Toronto 
F. S. What's going on? 
P. F, living alone with a 
house full of bull dogs 
Act . Analysing my dreams 
P . P. paper boys, K-Mart 
shoppers 
Amb. to find out who Harold 
really is. 
MIKE LISINSKI 12B 
BARB MATHESON 12B 
F , S. Who said that? 
P . P, Fudgy Wudgys 
Amb. To be 5 feet tall . 
ALAN !SACK 
GARY JONES 12B 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. Pardon 





P . F . Flunk 
Geography 
Act. Don, Laughing 
a lot. 
KELVIN LEDDY 12B 
SANDRA (SANDI) 
MARTIN 
B, P. Windsor 






LYNN McDONALD 12B 
TIM McGIVNEY 12B 
B. P , Peter' s Paradise 
F.S. Boulderdash 
P . P. Frosh who bite my 
knee- caps 
Amb. To die 




B. P . Lindsay, Ont. 
F . S. Meanwhile .•. 
P. P. My sister 
Amb. Teaching 
Indian children 
P. F . Ambassador to 
Walpole Island 
Act. Water & snow 
Skiing, Music. 
KATHY PYE 12B 
B . P. Windsor 
F . S. That ' s not too bad! 
P . P. Page 300 .. and 20 .. . 
Amb. To have hair down to 
my waist. 
P. F. To go bald 




B . P . Toroavglph 
F. S. mgl phfm 
P. P. phlofmnoglofe 
Amb. plogsmuogloge 
P . F . plogsmnoglofe 
Act. Icn, plogfmnoglofe . 
DIANA WILSON 12B 
B. P . Owen Sound 
F . S . I don't understand? 
P , P . People who don't 
smile 
Amb. to win first prize in 
a freckle contest 
P . F . Pickpocket at a 
Kangaroo convention 
Act. Student Council, Dons. 
CATHY MlNELLO l2B 
B . P. Windsor 
F , S . Is that ever weird 
P. P, Driver Education 
classes 
Amb. Teacher 
P, F, Nervous breakdown 
after becoming a teacher 
Act. Complaining about 
school. 
DAVE RIEVELEY 12B 
JEFF NOAKES 12B 
B. P . Brantford, Ont. 
F.S. Not only that 
but . • . 
P . P . presumptuous 
and contemptuous 
teachers 
Amb. Doctor of 
Medicine 
P. F . chicken plucker 
at pauls poultry . 
Act. Don, swimming. 
B. P . Liverpool,England 
F . S. Do you want to buy 
a used lemon=! mean sports 
car? 
P . P. Tobacco worms 
Amb. Marry a farmer's 
daughter 
P . F, Wipeout on my 
motorcycle 
Act. Football, Drama 
Club. 
SUE VOY 12B 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Oh my goodness 
P . P . Getting 
stung by Bees 
Amb. Phys. Ed. 
teacher 





BARBARA ZABORSKI 12B 
B . P . Windsor 
F. S . That's not Too bad 
P . P . Etre "k- e - e-eled" 
par V. V. 
Amb. Pay back all of K's 
money 
P . F . Etre "keeeled II parV 
Track. 
ROBERTA ALLINGHAM 12C 
MARY BIRKETT 12C 
B. P. Toronto, Ont. 
F. S. John and I 
broke up, again 
P. P. Phooey people 
Amb. Language and 
gym instructor 
P. F. Sea hag 
Act. Cheerleading, 
sewing, driving. 
LESLIE CROSS 12C 
B . P. Windsor 
F, S. Sure 'Nuff 
P . P. K. L. L . 
Amb, English Proff, 
Writer 
P. F. Writer for 'Windsor 
Stare' 
Act. 
DAVE DAWSON 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. so start a riot 




P. F. exile to Argent-
tina 
Act, 
STEVE FLEMING 12C 
B. P . Stratford, Ont. 
F. S. "Hang Ten" 
P.P. "Rocky" 
Amb. Business Management 
P . F, Door to door salesman 
Act. wrestling. 
KIM ALOFS 12C 
B. P , Windsor 
F. S. Will you please stop 
sniffing 
P. P. People who sniff 
during tests 
Amb. Put an end to all 
sniffers 
P. F. die sniffing 
Act. swim team, track. 
BARB CUSHMAN 12C 
GREG CECILE 12C 
B. P. Out of a test 
tube 
F. S. you can lead a 
horse to water, but 
you can't grow hair on 
a billiard ball 
P. P. Zoo Lovell 
Amb. to break record 
of 2 customers per 
day at Archie's 
Act. centre on 
the croquet team. 
B. P. an irrelevant question 
F. S. "Get a hold of yourself, 
but don't ... 11 NO 
PHOTO 
AVAILABLE 
P. P, Paranoiac People, 
inconsistency, prejudices, 
hair pullers, sadistic people. 
Amb. something for 
HUMANITY to communicate 
P. F. a masochist 
Act. LISTENING TO ABX. 
CINDY HARRIS 12C 
B . P . Windsor 
F.S. You're so!?l?!?I? 
P.P. Nothing! 
Amb. Anything ! 
P. F. Something ! 
Act. Everything! 
MARK DRURY 12C 
B. P. Toronto, Oat. 
F. S. That's tough 
(slightly borrowed) 
P. P . Yugoslavian 
French teachers 
Amb. Garbologist 
P. F . Taxi Driver 
Act. Accidents and 
slippery roads. 
PAUL HOGAN 12C 




SUE LOVELL 12C 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S. How's the 
weather? 
P. P. Chicken 
JERRY LEE 12C 
Amb. Travel around 
the world 
P . F . Be a weather 
forecaster 
Act. Going to Eddies 
Place. 
CARL MONTCALM 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F. s. Too much! 
P . P. Working every night 
of the week for BEAVER 
Amb. To invent a flea 
collar for camels 
P . F . Being sent to the 
Sahara for my discovery 
Act, Football. 
GLEN KIRKPATRICK 12C 
B.P. Toronto 
F.S. Get Back! 
P. P. 2 nights a week at the 
bakery 
Amb. To progress from 
chief custodian to garbage 
department engineer 
P. F . End up cleaning the 
bakery forever 
Act. Football. 
MARGIE LOVIE 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. I don't understand 
this 
P. P. a certain party who 
calls me Lovie-Dovie 
Amb. Social Worker, 
change my name 
P. F . Who knows 
CARMEN LAPORTE 
12C 
B . P . Windsor 
F. S. "We broke up 
again" 
P . P. Breaking up for 
a week 
Amb, To go steady for 
a whole month 
P . F. Grow old at 
"Eddies Place" 
Act. Helping run 
"Eddies Place". 
Act. Thinking of things to 
do. 
TOM NUDDS 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Hurry up, Paulette ! 
PAULETTE 
MELANSON 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. I swear ... 
P . P. I don't have a 
peeve I' ve got a dog 
Amb. To get a pet 
peeve 
P. F . To get a pet 
p eeve that is not 
house-broken 
Act. Tom Nudds. 
P . P . Steinberg's restaurant 
hours 
P . F . Waiting until 10:30 
every night· for Steinbergs 
to close 
Act. Delivering drugs, wait-
ing. 
GAIL R1\U 12C 
B. P . Hotel Dieu 
HEATHER PEIFER 12C 
B. P . Indian Village 
F. S. Boolah Boolah 
P. P. Trips to Jamaica 
Amb. Who's giving free 
samples 
P . F . Switchboard 
operator 
Act. Answering the phone 
F . S. You big dummy 
P . P . being called 
"rah, Rah, rah" or 
Rawhide, by certain 
individual's (P. M . ) 
Amb. To become a 
Registered Nurse 
P . F. Filling out 
Questionaires such 
as these 
Act. Don Club, Volley-
ball. Basketball. 
TOM Sl\.llTH 12C 
BARB ROZICII 12C 
B. P, Windsor 
F . S. I can if I want 
P . P . weekends with Sue I\Ic. 
Amb. (nursing) not to have 
a big family 
P , F. having a big family 
Act. C.J.G . M. 
B. P. ~ ear my mother 
F . S. I don't know 
P . P , You, Especially 
Amb. to grow side-
burns 




RON '\t ERBEEM 12C 
ELIZABETH POSTILL 12C 
B. P. I couldn't tell, 
the ambulance was going 
too fast 
P . P . People making fun 
of my laugh 
F . S. Ohl you know what I 
mean 
Amb. Nursing; to drive the 
car 
P . F . To die laughing 
Act. Volleyball, Don' s Club. 
LINDA SASSO 12C 
B. P. Windsor 
F.S. Aw, come on! 
P , P . no driver' s licence; 
city buses 
VICTOR REGIER 12C 
B. P. Zurich, Ont. 
F , S. What's your 
problem? 




P . F . Uighschool 
janitor 
Act. floor hockey. 
Amb. get my driver' s lic-
ence and travel (someday) 
P . F . driver' s ed. next 
year; bus driver 
Act. driving; catching 
buses. 
RICK WINTERS 12 C 
MICHEL SAUVE 12C 
B . P. Ottawa, Ont 
F . S. Chasti ty is its 
own vi rtue! 
P . P . Monday's 
Fleming 
Amb. Marquis de 
Sade 11 
P , F . ? 
Act. Sensual EXtra-
cur ricular activity, 
tutoring. 
ROBERT BARLOW 12D 
B. P. Moncton, New 
Brunswick 
F.S. Osti--Tabarnack 
P. P. People who 
dislike white socks 
Amb, Doctor of 
Medicine 
P. F. Another "Bobby 
Orr11 l I! 
Act. Senior Football, 
Hockey. 
INGE BERKER l2D 
MARTI~ DENON\i ILLE 
(Big Mard) 12D 
B.P. Windsor, Ont. 
F.S. Mxtb= 2a2 
P.P. The word 11burn" 
and uninteresting bores 
Amb. Olympic breast-
stroke champ 
P . F . Mr. Universe 





ROBERT HAMMOND 12D 
12'[) 
JOHN BASDEN l2D 
B. P. Last or in a 
Manger 
F. S. Gosh Damn! 
P . P . Dark Meats 
Amb. To be naturally 
content 
P, F . Being Smacked 
to death 
Act. Playing ball, 
Being called Johnny. 
JPu.NE BROADBENT l2D 
B . P . Carshalton, England 
F. S. I can't I have to 
work 
P. P. Smiley 
Amb. Bubbles Vavoom 
P. F. Joan of Smiles 
Act. working, buying 
gas, laughing, blushing. 
JAN HUNTER 12D 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. I can't take 
that 
P. P, French & French 
teachers 
PENNY F~\ZACKERLEY 
B, P . Windsor, Ont. 
F . S. Ilollydoodlebug 
F.P. School, and boys 
that call often 
Amb. degree in 
veterinary med. 
P. F . a married teach 
teaching in a one-
room school in the 
sticks 
Act. Style, Senior 
Volleyball. 
Amb. Stewardess, Dental 
Assistant 
P . F. Die in plane crash 
Act. Work, watch games. 
MARGARET ZOLD 12D 
B. P. Windsor 
Amb. Teacher 
F. S. Hey Kath, what does 
this remind you of? 
Pt. Pve. Moody and 
conceited people 
Act. Cheerleading 
P. F . Rita Meter l'vlaid. 
SUSAN ALLISON 12E 
SUE lllNES 12E 
B. P. Windsor 
Amb. To catch a frog 
F. S. Is it puffy? 
Pt. Pve. A frog 
Act. Sr. Basketball, 
Volleyball, G. A. A., 
and Don 
P. F . End up with a bunch 
of Froggies. 
ELEONORE 
MOEL LENDO RF 
B. P. Germany 
• \mb. To be a super-
spy 
F. S. Wanna Drag? 
Pt. Pve. Students 
blocking halls at 3:20 
Act. Guitar Playing, 
Choir, and Tickling 
Friend. 
JOAN ST, LOUIS 12 E 
B.P. Windsor 
Amb. R. M., and to get 
D. W. for Debbie H. 
F. S. I'm sure! 
Pt. Pve. Chemistry, 9th 
Period Spare 
Act. Roller Skating, 
Skiing, and R. M. ? 
P.F. Being called 'Dick 




B. P. Toronto 
Amb. Journalist or 
teacher 
F. S. "only if necessary" 
Pt. Pve. laughing when 
I 1 m trying not to 
Act . Girl Guides of 
Canada, Badminton, 
R. S.S. Newspaper, 
and guitar 
P. F . Perpetual Con-
fusion 
DEBRA :MARSHALL 12E 
B, P, Windsor 
Amb. X- Ray Technician 
F. S. Are you sure you don't 
want to change it? 
Pt. Pve. People who drive 
too fast. 
Act. Badminton, planning 
parties, and Euchre 
P. F. Married with 10 kids. 
KEN BORMAN 12E 
B, P. Windsor 
Amb. Accountant 
F . S. 
LINDA PULLIN 12E 
B. P . Woodstock 
Amb. Pass Math 
F, S • 
Pt. Pve. Blue Mondays, 
except when they turn 
purple at 5 :00 , 
5 :30, or 6:00 what-
ever the case may be 
Act. Rebelogue, Bad-
minton, Lightfoot, 
and finding change. 
P. F . Major in Math. 
Pt. Pve. Leaky Radiators 
Act. Chess, Badminton, 
Girl Watching, Guitar, 
Sunday-schoolteacher. 
P , F. Professional Student. 
DAVE COOKE 12E 
B . P. Windsor 
F . S. 110h well we'll win the 
next election" 
P . P . People who buy shoes 
at Kinney's 
Amb. To become Prime 
Minister 
P . F . To be a civil servant 
Act. Fitting feet . 
MARK KRAlLO 12E 
B, P. Windsor 
F . S. Oh Dear ! 




Act. Chess Club, 
Badminton. 
IAN THOMPSON 12E 
B. P . Guelph 
F . S. I wish 
P . P . Profanity in Class 
Amb. Chartered Accountant 
P . F . Asylum 
Act. Chess. 




PEDRO LUIS DUQUE 12E 
B . P . Venezuela 
F. S. 1Conchale Vale' 
P. P . This special system 
in this school 
Amb. Pass this year with 
good marks (especially in 
Math) 
P, F . Die 
Act. Camera Club. 
ROBERT J . GRAHAM 12E 
B. P . in a dark warm place 
F, S. Hey, that's a shock 
P.P. Fords, VW's, Maxi 
coats, Broken Guitar picks. 
Amb. First J ew1sh Pope 
P . F . Sanitary Manitenance 
Act. Censored. 
GARY BODNAR 12E 
B. P. Maybe 
F . S. T . H. &V. S. 
P . P. Possibly 
Amb. No 
P . F . Yes 
KEN MACRINA 12E 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Rock music will 
die; but Classical 
music won't. 
P . P . Anyone who 
does not like Mario 
Lanza 
Amb. D . D. S . 
P. F . Dentist 
Act, Badminton, 
Chess, Snooker. 
Act. Cross- country, Track, 
Unmentionable. 
BILL GIBB 12E 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S. I quit, maybe 





EINAR CARLSEN 12E 
B. P . Nodnol, England 
F . S . If it feels good 
P . P . Jewish Popes, 
short people 
Amb. To shrink 4" 
T,H.V. S. 
P. F . To grow another 
4" 
Act. A certain neigh-
bour and not basketball. 
Act. None worth mentioning. 
BILL MERRY 12E 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S. 
P. P . Safety rules 
Amb. Architect 
P . F . Pencil Pusher 
Act-. Hockey, E. P . O. 
BRIAN WALKER 12E 
BERNIE BEVINS 12E 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S . I'll kill ya. 
P . P . Filling out these 
questions . 
Amb. To grow 4 inches 
P . F . To shrink 4 inches 
Act. Very few. 
JOHN BORHO 12E 
TIM G . RUSLING 12E 
B. P . Windsor 
F. S. Wanna go in the dark-
room? 
P. P . Anything to do with 
machine shoppe 
Amb. Commercial artist, 
Sabreliner Pilot 
P , F . Fokker Test Pilot 
Act. Camera Club, Drawing. 
KAREN RADU 12E 
B.P. A lonely bed in Grace 
F . S . Get back! I 
could really dig it . 
P.P.------------
Amb. To be a grass cutter 
in a commune. 
P . F . ------------
Act. Cracking teeth in 
florist's trucks . 
RAY BLAKEMORE 12E 
B . P. Weston, Ontario 
F . S . That's good Bill. 
P . P . French class. 
Amb. Mechanical Engine er 
P . F . Chryslers Assembly 
line. 
Act. Sports car club, 
Ski club. 
BRUCE GRAYSON 12E 
B . P . Yes 
F . S. OK punk ... What have 
you got against Poles? 
P.P. People who don't know 
the Polish National Anthem. 
Amb. King of Poland. 
JOUN A . ARMSTRONG 
l2E 
B. P . Toronto town OH! 
F. S. Long live the 
King. 
P, P. Liberals, Queens 
Arob. King of Canada 
P. F, Mayor of a 
Newfoundland village. 
Act. Kingly endeavors, 
Stage crew . 
KEN KOZAK 12E 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. One more time 
P . P , Establishment 
Amb. Mad Scientist 
P , F . Death 
Act, School. 
P. F . Siberian Prison Camp. 
Act. Polish Freedom Fighters. 
TOM ROLFE 12E MIKE WHITEHURST 
12? 
BETTY BAIN 12F 
B. P. Lachine, Quebec 
F . S. I'm sure 
Pt. Pve. Working Fri. 
Sat. and Sun. nights 
Atnb. Secretary, 
Drivers License 
P . F . Selling tickets 
for Cloud 9 
Act. Dietary Dpt. at 
Grace Hospital, Trying 
to get off work on Sun. 
afternoons. 
SHIRLEY COUTURE 12F 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. 11Farout! 11 
Pt. Pve. Fertile Myrtle 
Amb. To get out of Windsor 
P. F . Living with my mother 
Act. collecting razor blades. 
DEBBIE GRAHAM 12F 
PAMELA HOR WOOD 12F 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S. Want a Cookie 
P t . Pve. Little old ladies 
saying "Did you know you 
had a height problem11 
Amb. Midget 
P . F . To grow 6 more inches 
Act. Awards Club, C . W, A. C. 
ANITA EBERHART 
B. P . Austria 
F . S. is that right? 
MARVEL CHAPPELL 
12F 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S . Why? 
Pt. Pve. Never enough 
time 
Amb. Hairdresser and 
drivers license 
P , F. Housewife with 
12 kids 
Act. Apathetic 
Pt, Pve. getting up Mon. 
morning 
Amb. to fly to Europe on 
weekends 
P . F. to be stuck in a snow 
bank 
Act. Skiing, driving around 
in rain & snow. 
MANYA GREGG 12F 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S . Hey Bucky, aw 
common eh? 




P. F . to find out that 
I am really sick 
Act. Going to 
swim Meets, the gay 
bunch. 
DIANNE LAVASSEUR 12E 
B . P . Windsor 
F . S. 1'one may assume .. . 11 
Pt. Pve. People who say 
arbitrarily 
P. F . be a secretary the rest 
of my l ife 
Act. Official at swim meet. 
PAM MARTIN 12F 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S . nil 
P . P. getting sick during 
bkpg. at Lee's 
Amb. to pass 
P . F. Scorekeeper for Lee 
and Henry 
Act. working, playing, 
DA:'INY MILLMUN 12F 
B. P. In the "small" 
town of Windsor 
P. P . R . S.S. and teeny-
boppers 
F.S. I'm sure 
Amb. get out of 
Windsor (C. A.) 
P . r. counting popsicle 
sticks for Borden's 
Act. Lynn, boating, 
Lynn, Cars ? ? 
LEE MUSSELl\IAN 12F 
B . P . Windsor 
F. S. Tee Tee 
P . P . A stone in my toboggan 
run 
Amb. to tell him exactly 
what I think of)lim 
P. F . Marrying him 
Act. cheerleading, track. 
HE~RIETTE RONDOT 
12F 
B. P. Stoney Point 
F. S. "Got any smoking 
dope?" 
P . P. sand in my 
bathing suit 
Amb. to travel all over 
the world 
P. F . Glen Garda 
Act. falling off 
people's shoulders . 
BRIAN SMITH 12F 
JUDY McF AR LANE 12F 
B. P . Windsor 
F. S. "I'll do it later" 
P. P . staying home on the 
weekends 
Amb. graduate from college 
P . F. become auto mechanic 





GLEN PERRY 12F 
B. F . Windsor 
F.S. Lepatuma 
NANCY MORTON 12F 
Act. to marry Bob ... 
P . P . this whole school 
Amb. work in construction 
P. F . doing nothing 
Act. ? and ? and ? 
CATHY SMIT H 12F 
B, P . Windsor 
VAL RORAI 12F 
B. P . delivery room at 
Hotel Dieu 
P . P . that skinny dark 
6 ft. tall boy 
Amb. marry a short 
muscular blond 
P . F . drop dead before 
I can find a blond 
Act. It ' s no use--
they wouldn't be 
printed. 
F . S. How was your weekend? 
P . P . people in general- -
guys in particular 
Amb. to wa:it all of my life 
P . F . to get married and still 
be waiting 
Act. waiting around . 
' 
CAROL SPECHT 12F 
B. P. Vv incisor 
F. S. "Smile! 11 
P. P. A certain orange 
machine 
Amb. to grow extra 1 / 4 11 
to become 5 ft. 
P. F. To shrink 
\et. l\laking the right 
choice. 
PAULA V.ATSON 12F 
B. P . London, Eng. 
F. S. you know what I 
mean 
P.P. never being 
able to grow my 
hair past my ears 
Amb. Furch. agent 
secretary at Walkers 
P. 1• . Olc.l Maid 
Act. eating, sleeping. 
NADINE BELL 12G 
B . P. Windsor 
F. S. IIi ! Charlie Brown 
P. P. Chemistry 
Amb. Graduate become a 
nurse 
P.1' . Get married to Charlie 
Brown 
Act. 
LINDA BURRELL 120 
B. P. \hndsor 
F . S. 1 was a big baby 
and will always be 
a blimp 
P. P . Bringing lunch 
to the Red Barn 
P . F. Car hop IIi Ho 
owner of lard fac. 
Amb. Honeymoon at 
Pink Haven 
Act. grease monkey 
checker flag. 
LJNDA CIIEV ALIER 12G 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. 
P . P. School 
Amb. Get out of school 
P. F . Reincarnation 
Act. Horse-back riding, 
roller skating, R. P . 
JUNE THOMAS 12F 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. "don't they ever heat 
this place? 11 
P. P. Winter 
P, F. walking south for the 
winter 
.!\et. flying south for the 
winter. 
J '\CKIE BOV. ERS 12G 
B. P. Toronto 
}. S. Humph 
P . P. one, Blah, Poor 
attitude, L . H. 
P. F . V,oman 
Act. Band 
LYNN COLLEDGE 120 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. I'm sure 
P,P. Bikes 
J\mb. Get Married 
P . l• . 
Act . 
GLENN WOOD 12F 
B. P, Windsor 
F . S. hey, are you 
poppin green microdots 
this weekend? 
P . P. long haired goofs 
A mb. to teach Keon 
to skate just for J. S. 
P, F. die. 
Act. Hockey, roller 
skating. 
DEBB!E CIIEETAM 120 
DEBBIE DESJARDINS 120 
KA.REN CENGA 120 
B. P, Windsor 
F . S. Lost my head 
P . P. Black Roots 
P , F. Death 
Amb. Cook at IIi Ho 
Act. heavy breathing 
Mutinck and Blues. 
PAT KELLY 120 
JEANNETTE JOINVILLE 
120 
B . P. Windsor 
F. S. That's just fine 
P.P, Filling out forms 
Amb. Secretary 
P. F . The fat lady in the 
circus 
Act. Roller skating, tennis, 
tobogganing. 
B. P. Puce, Greenland 
F . S. Peace Baby 
Amb. To sta.r in 
"HAIR" 
P. F. waitress at 
Abar's 
Act. Registering my 
booti;: with the lethal 
weapon board , 
FRANK McCORMACK 12G 
DAVID FERRIS 120 
VALASIA KEKKAS 120 
B. P . Unknown island in the 
Agean (Rhodes, Greece) 
F. S . Get my point, who's 
got my purse. PEACE 
P . P. purse snatching 
Dudley 
LESLIE HEDLEY 120 
B. P . Hamilton 
F . S. poor attitude ... 
that means you J.B. 
see ya ! 
P,P, 
Amb. graduate and go 
to work 
P . F. go back to school 
Act. R . L. work at 
OIC Arm. 
Amb. Find out what Burnose 
Murph, Kell, and Genga are 
scheming 
P. F . Lose all my fingernails 
Act. Disturbing peace, 
impatago, listening to Mushy' s 
cracks. 
JOLENE McKENZIE 120 
B. P . St. Thomas 
F . S. Big Red What? 
P . P . was that a weekend 
that just passed 
Amb. R. L . in M . N. Y. 
P, F , a bunch of httle 
reds 
Act. R . L . at 0 . S. 
BEV LYON 12G 
B. P . London, Ontario 
F. S. Good GRlEF ! 
P. P . 6:30 a . m. five 
days a week 
Amb. Gain 10 lbs. 
secretary 
P. F. full-time 
chauffeur 
Act. part-time 
chauffeur for Viv, 
Chris, and June. 
KATHY MURPHY 120 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Where's my purse? 
P . P. People who snatch 
purses 
Amb. Get back at Burnose 
P . F. writing a book about 
Jack's facts 
Act. Sleeping, gum chewing 
coffee breaks after 3rd p. 
LINDA RENAUD 120 
J IM SKINNER 120 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. Burlington 
P . P . Dennis Plunkett 
Amb. Own the Toronto 
Maple Leafs 
P , F. Own Oakland Seals 
Act. travelling, spectator. 
MARIANNE STACK 120 
B. P , Windsor 
F . S. Get out 
P.P. the week before 
exams 
Amb. Go to B. C. 
P . F . stay in Windsor 
all my life 
Act . U. N. Club 
U~'lCEF, the Breeze. 
LYNN McKEN 12H 
B. P . Montreal, Que. 
F . S . "Oh Crumb" 
P . P. Bookkeeping classes 
Amb. Stewardess 
P . F . stranded in Nome, 
Alaska 
Act. Skiing, skating, tennis, 
badminton. 
DENNIS PLUNKETT 120 
B. P . Detroit, Michigan 
F . S. Hey Piggy! 
P . P. Grease,waterfalls 
Amb. Collect from Bogus 
P, F. Drafted 
Act. track, hockey, snipe 
hunter. 
CHRISTINE SMITH 120 
B. P . Windsor 
JOANNE ST. LOUIS 
120 
F . S. Peace and you1re close 
P. P. Phonies and sarcastic 
people 
Amb. Dental Assistant 
get married one day 
P . F . lose all my teeth 
before I'm 21 
Act. Roller skating. 
PAMELA THOM 120 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S . Bug juice on you 
P . P . Giving into a 7 
year old so easily 
Amb. Secretary?? 
P . F . Death 
Act. Spending money. 
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JAMES AITKEN 12H 
B . P. Hamilton 
Amb. To become an account-
ant in U.S. A. 
F. S. See you Labour! 
Pt. Pve. Skinny Girls with 
long straggly hair 
Act. Wrestling, Lunch 
P. F. To die . 
LYLE ASCOTT 12H 
B. P . Windsor, Ont. 
Amb. Accounting & 
Administration Clerk 
P. F . Educated Street-
walker 
F . S. Go blow your 
mind baby 
Pt. Pve. Early morn-
ings after late nights. 
LYNN BERRY 12H 
B. P . Windsor, Ontario 
Amb. to solve all my problems 
F. S. I've got a problem 
Pt. Pve. People with no 
problems 
Act. Roller sk'ating 
P. F. eight problem kids . 
LYNN DEKYZER 12H 
B. P. Windsor 
Amb. Pass Bookkeep-
ing 
F . S. Poor attitude, 
WeH no! 
Pt, Pve. Bookkeeping, 
I ' m beginning to enjoy 
it. 
Act. 1'11 never tell 
P , F . Life . 
STEVIE FRIEST 12H 
B. P . Windsor, Ontario 
Amb. to have my own car 
F . S. Can I ha'Ve the car? 
Pt. Pve. not being able to 
have the car when I want 
it 
Act. thinki ng of ways to get 
the car · 
P . F . never owning a car. 
ANN ALLEN 12H 
B . P. Windsor, Ontar10 
Amb. To be an airline 
stewardess and travel 
F.S. I'm sure! 
Pt. Pve. Being called 
Boo-Boo 
Act. water skiing, skating. 
JANICE CHARTIER 
CLAUDIA IIlCKS 
B . P . Windsor, Ontario 
Amb. Secretary 
F , S . Cal m Down 
Pt. Pve. People that 
argue 
Act. homework 
P . F, to get run over 
by a bus. 
JUDI BELANGER 12H 
B. P . Windsor, Ont. 
Amb. Wouldn't you like 
to know 
F . S . You 111 be all 
right Al. 
Pt. Pve. Seeger 
knocking my high marks 
Act. Roller skating 
A.S. 







B. P . Windsor,Ont. 
Amb. to drive at the 
dragstrip 
F . s. Oh no, not that! 
Pt. Pve. Frenchmen 
Act. none 
P . F . to die with Jamie 
A. 
SANDY LEDDY 12H 
B . P. Morden, Man. 
SIURLEY HINSCLIFFE 12H 
B. P. Windsor 
F . S. l don't care 
Amb. To be a secretary, 
dental assistant, or register-
ed nurse 
P , F . To be a waiter in some 
dirty old restaurant. 
F. S. Hey Up There, lt 
is time to leave 
P. P. People who make 
Grade 9 a career 
Amb. Live in Bermuda 
P . F. Waiting for a 
certain person to get 
out of Grade 9. 
GARY McINTYRE 12H 
B. P . St. T . 
F . S . Drop Dead 
P . P . No. 14 and People 
knocking on my tank 
Amb. To be King of Thesea 
P. F . To get hooked 
Act. Messin around . 
SUSAN MORTON 12H 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. Maybe someday 
P . P. When I don't 
get my own way 
Amb. To get my own 
way 
P . F . Never to get my 
own way 
Act. Trying to get my 
own way . 
ANN SEEGER 12H 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. Don' t get mad 
P . P . Belanger and her hig h 
marks 
Amb. child care worker 
P . F . Married, 7 kids. 
ROBERT JORDAN 12H 
B. P . Detroit., Mich. 
F . S . That' s Hep 
P . P . Getting up in morning, 
lousy parties 
Amb. Hotel Manager, or 
Medicine 
P . F . Multi-Mill. 
Act. Football, Hockey. 
NANCY MIL NE 12B 
B. P . Oshawa 
F . S. Shut up Dennis 
P. P . Gracie 
Amb. To leave R. S. S. 
forever 
P . F , Death 
BARBARA MARSHALL 
12H 
B . P. Windsor 
F . S . I got to go talk 
to Mr. Michie 
P . P . People who ask 
about Dean 
Amb. Secretary, get 
married 
P. F . Have a lot of 
kids 
Act. Roller skating, 
bowling. 





CHRIS SEMENIUK 12H 
B. P . Windsor 
F . S. Why Me 
ANN PYTLOWANY 12B 
P . P . People cutting up other 
people 
Amb. To live, be a legal 
secretary 
P . F . To die, and end up in 
court 
Act. Roller skating. 
BOB TOMSICII 12H 
B. P. Room 222 
F. S. What did I do now? 
P.P. Vic's gravy, 7 Foot 
grade niners 
Amb. To be a psychiatrist 
at St. Thomas 
P. F. Lining up front ends 
Act. Various. 
BERNIE ALIBERTI 121 
B. P. Aquila, Italy 
F . S. It's Below Me 
P . P. Sammer & Headaches 
Amb, interior Designer 
or Music Forever! 
P. F . Bass Guitar for Cab 
Calloway 




B. P. Checker Cab 
F.S. Hi! 
P . P. People who 
think they are some-
thing else 
Amb. School teacher 
P. F . Die before 21 
Act. Skiing, diving, 
travelling. 
ELTON "ELSIE" GARBUS 
12I 
B. P. Only my doctor knows 
for sure 
F . s. No comment or take it 
any way you want 
P.P. My sideburns, & people 
thinking that I'm going in the 
Navy 
Amb. To grow sideburns 
P.F. Going into the Navy. 
NANCY URBAN 12H 
MARTHA WILSON 12H 
B . P. Windsor 
F. S. Is That Right 
P. P. Assemblies 
Amb. Secretary. 
DANNY BELLMORE 121 
B, P. Windsor 
F. S. If you can't be good, be? 
P.P. The Dictators of 121 
Amb. To become an 
Architect 
P. F. Painting stripes on 
walls 
Act. Hockey, hockey coach, 
drawing. 
PAUL J. IIOBA 121 
B. P. Majoon Morocco 
F. S. Axlelottol 
P. P . Vice-Principal (J) 
Amb. Race Motorcycle, 
Travel Around World 
P. F . Warsaw Ghetto 
BRUCE DAVEY 121 
B. P. Tosdniw, Ont. 
F.S. Come on 
P. P . Rubber duck 
Amb. A lot 
P. F. Drowning 
Act. Hockey. 
Act. Motorcycles, Eastown. 
LEO LAUZON (ROUE) 121 
B. P. SW&A Bus-16 
(Riverdale) 
F. S. Grenade! Landslide! 
Ect l 
P. P . Phoney People, Tele-
phone colo rs 
Amb.Arch1tectural Announcer 
P. F . Gas Station Comedian. 
DENNIS SEGUIN 121 
B. P . Spiffy Biff' s 
Coffee Cantine 
F. S. Cause you are 
funny, right? 
P. P. New Boots 
Amb. Boston Beaver 
hunter 
P. F. Puce farmer 
Act. Hockey, 4 year 
roller-skating. 
W. N. THACHUK II (BILL) 
121 
B. P. You hear all kinds of 
rumors 
F. S. Do your thing, baby! 
P. P. Girls who say no, but 
do 
Amb. To get locked in an 
American Party Store for a 
week 
P. F . To die from an abscessed 
earlobe at 94. 
Act. Hockey, Football, Spy 
in Playboy dressing room. 
JJM K. CLARK 121 
B. P . Hudsons record 
shop 
F . S . It's Great!!! 
P.P. Gee Balls 
Amb. Earn enough 
money to get a hair-
cut 
P. F . Start a hippie 
revolution (leader) 
Act. Speedy, Dog in 
it it for on bond trip 
to London, Ottawa. 
CHRIS BONDY 121 
WERNER PLACKMANN 
B. P . West Germany 
F. S. FOUL OUT 
P, P. Stock Market Welchers 
Amb. Long hair 
P . F. Hair cut 
Act. Hockey, water sports. 
MARTY TOPOLIE ESQ. 
B.P. HUH? 





LESLIE ALAN SOLE 
121 
B. P . ----
F. S. ----
P. P. - ---
Amb. Many ambitions 
P . F. ----
Act. Hockey, Music, 
Student Council, 
Baseball, Writing. 
GREG LOWDEN 121 




Amb. Enter mechanical 
drafting after Gr. 12 
P . F. Roll another 
dunebuggie 
Act. 
MIKE CECILE (MICK) 12I 
B.P. Shiller's Bush 
F , S. Every clown had a 
silver lifeboat (HOH) 
P. P. ***dolts who write 
this questionaire for them 
Amb. To be a great wood-
work like Trudell 
Act. Guns, -being a sadist. 
THE BOB HENRICH 121 
B, P . Shangrila 
F. S. you***dolt 
P.P. Italian Janitors, Hip-
pies. 
Amb. Free animals from 
Mr. Peebles Pet Shop 
P . F . Woodworking, Hall of 
Fame 
Act. Karen. 
JOHN RIBERDY 121 
B. P . In the barn 
F. S. Don't bother me 
P . P, The Bob of 121 
Amb. Attend agricul-
tural college 
P. F. Farmer with 
slaves 
Act. Picking tomatoes 
selling apples. 
MIKE TRUDELL (SECRET) 
121 
B. P. Only my mother knows 
for sure 
F. S . I Love You 
P . P . Girls that don't shave 
their legs. 
Amb. To become Canada's 
best secret agent 
P. F . To marry secret 
agent number 36-22-36 
Act. Combing hair on Brush 
Street. 
DANNY ACCHIONE 12J 
BRIAN COOPER 12J 
B. P . Found in a dime bag 
F . S. Outa site, man, really 
outa site. 
P . P . Boninskies-Spedinsky 
Amb. Have a BALL 
P . F. Bummin out on A 
Act. Droppin-A, blowin- H, 
Runnin-S. 
LEROY RENAUD (LEE) 12! 
B. P, In the saddle 
F. S . ''Get Lost Secret" 
P. P, People who knock my 
horses 
Amb. To have a winning 
horse in Kentucky Derby 
P . F. To come back as a horse 
in Kentucky Derby 
Act. Showing horses, riding 
and carpentry. 
SIR DOG FACE TAYLOR 
(DALE) 
B. P. Linpopo Idaho 
F, S, Love and be loved 
P. P . Unwed mothers 
Amb. Get hooked 
(marriage) 
P. F . Build Dog 
kennels for Cecile 
Act. Deon. 
12fl 
PAUL DENNIS 12J 
B. P . San Francisco 
F. S. "Like Wow l" 
ROGER BENETEAU 
12J 
B. P. Doesn't remember 
F. S. Sure do wish I 
had some grass 
P. P. Calculation ave-
rages. 
Amb. Go to Swede11 
P . F. Own Leo's 
Garage 
Act. Driving down 




P, P . Aubin Rd. for a good 
time. 
Amb. to get into some of 
those good McIntosh 
apples 
P . F . They'll have worms 
Act. Working for the man. 
RAY HIGGL."IBOTTOM 12J 
B. P . Mexico City Mex. 
I- . S . Non 
P. P. Filling out forms 
like this 
Amb. To have a good time 
P. F. Working 
Act. Lot of N oth1ng. 
RICHARD ROACH 12J 
B. P. Hollywood 
F.S. nil 
P , P, none of your 
business 
Amb. To be able to 
handle a six pack 
P . F . never mind 
Act. Nil 
CHARLIE SOULLIERE 12J 
B. P . Easy Street 
F . S. You '11 be sorry 
P. P . Coke and Export A 
Amb. To own a slot car 
garage 
P . F . RU LE the •world 
Act. Gladiator fights. 
GEORGE MAHONY 
12J 
B. P. Windsor 
F. S. "Is that right" 
P . P . Exams, Tests, 
etc. 
Amb. Electrical Tech. 
P. F. Going to School 
for life 
Act. fishing out 
pennies from Cecil's 
cash register. 
ROY PROKSCH 12J 
B. P. Across the street :rom 
Soulliere' s 
F. S. Get back across the 
street Soulliere 
P . P, The Soulliere's 
Amb. Destroy the Soullieres 
P. F . To be the Soulliere's 
Sunday dinner 
Act. Hiding from Charlie 
who is unfortunately in my 
class. 
BOB McF AR LANE 12J 
B. P. Windsor Ont. 
F, S. Don't hit me Charlie 
P. P. Auto Demonstration:: 
Amb. To graduate and 
Retire 
P.F. Die at Work 
Act. Member of T. B. U. 
RON HlTCH 12J 
B. P . Windsor 
BRUCE SHA\\ I2J 
B. P . Windsor 
P . P. Being called 
hawkeye 
Amb. To be a grease 
man.key 
P . F . Being a grease 
monkey. 
P . P . School and homework 
Amb. To be an electrician 
P . F . questionable 
Act. Sleeping. 
DOUG SIGURDSON 12J 
B. P . Windsor Ont. 
ARMANDO PAUL 
PRINI 
B. P . Forgot 
F . S, you' re wrong 
P . P . motor mouth 
Amb. Learn English 
P . F . Getting Married 
then death 
Act. Swimming ,Tennis 
Stage manager. 
F.S. "what in the world" 
P. P . Being short circuited 
by a ham 
Amb, Blowing fuses 
P . F. Become Mr. 
Micinski' s favourite Hay 
Wirer 
Act. Going to school. 
·J. · . -_.., - . ·:. · .. ·\· .· "· . . ~/. - :.. .. · . ~.-.:: 1 ~jpt. / 
JC 
B, 
ALAN TONG 12J 
B . P. Windsor 
MICHAEL BYERLEY 12J 
B. P. Toronto 
F. S. There's no-one 
here named Stinky 
P. P, People who stink 
Amb. Not to be a stinker 
P. F. Die of air pollution 









F.S. For you buddy 
P. P. Economics 
Amb. Machinist 
P. F . none 
Act. none. 
TERRY EVANS 12J 
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TIM LAN DG RAFF l 2J 
B. P. Lake St. Clair 
F . S . If you' re not 
ahead you' re behind 
P. P . Cold fish 
Amb. Prime Minister 
P. F. Mayor of Puce 
Act. Campaigning 
GARY LANGLOIS 12J 




KLAUS WINTER 12J 
B, P. Germany (In a 
Volks) 
F . S. When I take over 
the world 
P. P. Third Reich 
Amb. Fourth Reich 
P. F, Mechanic at 
Volkswagen 
Act . Drilling, Marching, 
Vee Dubs. 
F . S . Don't hit me Soulliere 
P. P. Guns 
Amb. High pressure welder 
P . F. Line at Chryslers. 
WILFRED MAMO 12J 
B.P. Malta 





P. F . Steamfitter 


























































































































































































































J im Hawken 
Luise Hermanutz 


































































































































































Kathy T ,evasseur 













































I feel a need to see your face , 
To hear your voice, 
Touch your hand. 
Without communication 
I 'm lost, 
Because we ' re 
One. 
Your face is in my mind, 
Your voice in my throat, 
Your hand on my arm, 
Because I 'm 
You. 
Nancy Grimes 
They tell me that 
A poet 
Leads a lonely life. 
But then how should I know? 
I 've nobody 
I can ask. 
LiLac 
Standing in an orange cocktail 
Meditating on a flag, 
Behold all ye the incense maker 
Trying just to do his bag. 
Di scussing problems with a cornflake 
Telling stories to a wall. 
Behold ye little incense maker 
Listen while I start to fall. 
Be!hold a nebulae my maker. 
Listen while fish try to sing. 
0 perverted incense maker 
How's abou~ if you be king? 
Little maker 's drunk his orange 
Flags and cornflakes are in bed 
Nebulae and fish are sleeping 





It wouldn't grow. 
Today, or rather tonight, 
I planted a piece of incense 
In hopes that as it burned 
It could purify some of the bad 
In the world. 
But instead of cleaning out evil 
It just burned away 
And left a brown mark in the grass. 
And perhaps it left a faint scent 
In my back yard. 
Perhaps it blew away 
I can't tell. 
I don't smell that good, 
Maybe my dog can smell it. 
Maybe he can't. 
Anyhow it's dead now. 
I can only give today. 
Tomorrow is beyond my grasp, 
Yesterday is past. 
I can only give you today. 
Is it fair that I should lie 
all alone beneath God's sky? 
Let me feel your tender touch, 
my heart longs to join with thine. 
0 hold me close, I want you much, 
for you my soul doth pine. 
Very sweet, your lips may be, 
they look to taste like wine, 
Ever more, in time, to see 
me to yours and you to mine. 
Yet all too soon I realize, 
for no time 1s late enough, 
Of all the loves that pass an eye, 
love starts where love's so tough. 
Up above is God's blue sky, 










IN THE PALM 
OF THEIR HANDS 
THEY PRICK OUR 
SOULS A MILLION 
TIMES WITH VIRUS 
OF DEATH THEN 
PULL OUT OUR DIS-
EASED BEINGS THRU 












As the past slips away, 
Why turn about and 
And battle the stream? 
Afraid to look back 
At the pinacle once yours 
Till the lowest step is reached 
Where reality casts your eyes back 
To the steepness of your ascent 
Shocking your now guilt ridden mind, 
Standing firm with one redeeming choice 
Thought nebu10us, 
Unbounded, Substanceless. 
th e but not the er re, 
the Origin not the result, 
unable to succeed. un1ess 
rce, 
Propelled bY a fO 
·11 ·ng it w1 vanish lea vi 
no evid f ·t e ence o l s exist nee. 
Mary Pylak 
Little perverted incense maker 
Sniffing different kinds of scent, 
If I tell you where I came from, 







I watched the sky as it opened wider. 
Out of the cloudy door a white dove fell 
And touched the wet man below. 
His Father called to him 
And the dove and He 





A struggling decision, your mind is made up 
Submerging in the depths, Only one thing to do - CLIMB 
Allison Dandie 
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Time goes on in end-
less streams, flowing and 
filling our lives with 
bars and restrictions 




do we let 
those two in-
significant hands 
latch onto our throats 
to choke and eventually 
strangle our lives while 
we struggle to keep up? 
Nancy Grimes 
Was once a man who sat 
alone, 
An ice cream cone 
Sitting in the sun, 
Wasting the day 
Unto a soggy wafer 
A red bird drifts by . 
Sitting by the river bank 
Two lovers crying. 
Ravi 
LiLac 
A host of little daffodils, 
A pile of tiny little chills. 
The children run and jump and play 
The daffodils are gone away 
How peculiar 
That 









And yet today 
They understand. 
LiLac 
The chinka is a marve nous bird. 
It sits and sings all day. 
It very rarely flies 
Because it hasn't any wings and things, 
As well as that it cannot sing. 
The chinka is a lousy bird ! 
LiLac 
It's 10 :05 Darling. 
10 :05 what? 
LiLac 
Over a flat plain of ocean covered by a grey, smokey sky 
Soars a solitary gull. 
So free, so swift, with the grace of its white wings, 
Like knives under the smokey sky, 
She cuts the shades of grey. 
No land, no waves, so still 'tis below her breast, 
So grey with no place to nest, 
Soars the solitary gull. 
Rain, 0 so gentle rain, how silently it falls 
And ripples the smooth waters below. 
The cold droplets wet her heavy growing wings but still she sails, 
That solitary gull. 
As life prods on in this grey, smokey world, with not a 
place to rest our feet, 
We look up in, all our millions, each one of us standing 
alone, 
Each one of us looking up, each one of us seeing 
The solitary gull. 
SEASHORE SHELL SELLERS ARE DUMB 
LiLac 
RED IS . . ... 
Red is a noisy brawl, a loud angry clamour. Red 
is the pounding voice of an ugly, driving politician. 
Red is swords gashing, cars crashing, brains 
smashing. But, if you think on it, Red is the 
sweet song of a lark sounding across an open 
meadow or the soft words of passionate lovers. 
Red is the fire from he 11, the heat of a sinner's 
eternity. Red is the painful radiance of too much 
sun on a scorching summer beach. Red is also the 
soft, velvetine petals of a plush, sweet rose. 
Red is the warming touch of someone so near. 
Red is hate. Red is anger. Red is bloody and fierce . 
But apart from these things, Red is a wonderful 
feeling inside, a feeling so very hard to describe. 
Red is Love 
Ravi 
Ravi 
The fast dying man ... I watch the open door, 
Silent, fusion. 
Behold, the lmock. 
The sigh of a fall wind drifts 






It must be nice 
To have people 
In the morning. 
A woman 
LiLac 
Alone and crying 
Her husband dead 
Taken by the war. 
Children cry. 
Women weep. 
They are alone, 
For war has taken the men. 
A little bird 
Up in a tree, 
Singing, singing 
Prettily, on .... on ... 
The raven, 
Black, 
Sounds in the 
Night air 
Wendy 
To be heard with the mind, 
Not seen with the eye, 
Chilling the passer-by. 
Ravi 
The lotus descends 
From a sky of confusion 
And people forget. 
LiLac 
Forever is now ... 
Until later, that is. 
It came knocking, 
Uninvited, 
Dressed in black, 
Still and quiet, 
Gliding smoothly and 
Determined, 
Harsh and efficient, 
Sparing none. 
Peeping in doors, 
Leaving its mark: 
People crying 
Sadly and softly; 
A child sleeping, 
Too motionless. 
Moving on quickly, 
Past the clock, 
Ticking loudly; 
All is quiet 
But the clock. 
It flowed away 
Through the door. 
A car roared by, 
A screech of brakes; 
It left again. 
Visiting houses 
One by one, 
Unwelcomed guest. 
None it visited 




The crumbling schoolhouse. 
The blast of a bomb bursting 




Taken from me 
By a man 
Who thought 
He could 








This year the Rebelogue Staff brought 
you something never seen at R. S.S. be-
fore - a black and gold yearbook contain -
ing 144 pages of you, the students of 
Riverside. For making this possible, I 
would like to thank my hardworking staff, 
Clark Johnson for candid shots, and Mr. 
Eid, our staff advisor. Thanks for your 
support. 
Gloria Bielecki 
KNEELING: Roy Strome, Kathy Orr, Clark Johnson. Jarmila Kabriel, Mary Pylak. 
ON LADDER, Left to Right: Tanya Wojcik, Nancy Brebner, Ernie Burke, Maureen Campeau, 
Graham MacFie, Gloria Bielecki, Editor; John Tuz, Liz Macdonald, Linda Bielecki, Lynda . 
Thomas, Linda Pullin, Pat Kennedy. 
CENTRE: Mr. Eid, Staff Advisor. 
Busy at work 
~be Wtopian ~taff 
SEATED: Mr. Stone, Brian Smith, Assistant Editor; Derek Johnson, Editor; John Major, 
Assistant Editor; Mark Parr. 
STANDING : Kathy Pringle, Helen Patterson, Craig Johnson, Gayle Staniszewski, Judy 
Colborne. 
Once upon a dimension, there were i:nree space monkeys. During the seasons of 1969, 
the 8th realm, 5th dynasty of the whole - (so named earth or stomping grounds of the primate 
man) and throughout the age of Aquarius, a task was provided for them. They hastened to 
spread unto their brotherhood, the proverbs of a white new- born cultural experience. Little 
had the porous minds grasped of the entities placed before the very vision of their sight. 
Seemingly, solidly encompassed throughout the total of their experience, lay the words of the 
martyred journal, the "Utopian 11 • As the life was spent from within its framework, Derek, 
John and Brian stopped, with the hope that the vigil would always remain and that the essence 
of the Utopian tablets would never cease. Finally, the space monkeys sought after new worlds 
and new orbs around which to revolve, in order '.o attain the final goal and delve eternally in 
the everafter void. 
Love, Peace, Joy 









FRONT ROW: R. Aytoun, Mr. Eid, 
G. Bolohan, John Craig. 
SECOND ROW: S. Voy, B. Chester, 
L. Bielecki, Sue Clancy. 
THIRD ROW: B. Nosotti, Janis 
Brick, Marg Thompson, Karen Radu. 
FOURTH ROW: A. Dandy, 
L. Musselman, G. Anderson, 
S. Hines, G. Oke. 
FIFTH ROW: C. Woodall, K. 
0 'Toole, H. Jacob, L. Matysek, 
G. Rau, D. Suominen, L. Postill, 
A. Pagura. 
SIXTH ROW: G. Burns, C. Raizon, 
Mark Parr, Liz Holden. 
SEVENTH ROW: D. Wilson, 
P. Wegner, M. McBean, Maureen 
Zakoor. 
EIGHTH ROW: P. Tuz, Tom Rolfe, 
Bob Charlesbois, Kevin Weir. 
NINTH ROW: Ernie Henderson, 
R. Beckendorf, J . Robinson, 
K. Walker, B. Nisbet, B. Cooper, 
G. Jones , J. Noakes . 
After two years of hard labour, the band was finally rewarded by the arrival of the long-
awaited gold blazers. Our uniforms consist of white shirt, black tie, gold blazer and black 
skirt or pants. Our uniforms have contributed a great deal to the spirit and general feeling 
within the band, aside from making us the best-dressed high school band in the city. Our 
"Winter Wonderland" concert during the Christmas season, was a great success - thanks to 
Mrs. Hanley who had to leave after the first term. We are all very grateful for the many 
hours she gave to the band. teaching and working with us towards a better sounding group. 
Mrs. Hawrish, our new conductor has been rehearsing with us for the competition in the 
Chatham Music Festival. After our successes last year, many more of us will be competing 
in the festival this year, in solos, duets, quartets, and large ensembles. The festival is in 
February and from the sound of it, Mrs. Hawrish will have us ready to put on a pretty good 
show again this year. 
The band is constantly working to produce better music and an organization which 
Riverside can be proud of. 
Members of Band: Chris Bates, C. Lasek, K. Wilson, L . Siimes, D. Murphy, A. Nikander, 
G. Gazo, R. Scott, M. Nikander, M. Pope, P. McBean, K. Matthews, S. Brown, B. Kirk, 
C. Stoneman, R. Strome - L. Dowdell, N. Hancrar, C. Teany, J. Watson, S. Wilson, 
J. Liandzi, H. Parker, K. Brennanstuhl, B. Brown, M. Nudds, ----, E. Pearsall, 
D. Wilson, J. Noakes, J. Kennedy, A. Volker, C. Pearsall - D. Suominen, J. Stoneman, 
S. Scali, L. Lee, R. Goodwin, K. Levange, A. Pagura, ----, Mrs. Hawrish, (conductor). 
1::. s. s. 1'oeat ~p 
SEATED: John Northwood, Peter 
Wynachuk, Reg Taylor, Claude 
Gauthier. 
STANDING: Mr. MacFie, Chris 
Southward, Jim Jewel , David Boyle. 
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SEATED: Mrs. Hanley 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Bevin 
Wellwood, Ann Nikander, 
Esther Loaring, Betty Dunn, 
Sharron Gibbs, Moira Nikander, 
Barbara Barron, Micheal Pope. 
---------------
SEATED: Mr. Frimer, Kim Matthews, Sharon Gibbs, Louis Duque. 
ST ANDING: Ernie Burke, Graham Connaughton, Clark Johnson, Chris Chadwick, Gary Gazo. 
U.1t. 
SEATED: Candy Collinson, Marianne Stack, Marg Thompson, John Liandzi, L. Macdonald, 
Barb Barron. 
STANDING: G. Connaughton, M. Stewart, P. Tuz, I. Berker, L. Hussey, L. Dumville, ---. 
95 
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SEATED: Karen Parsons, Susan Busack, Mr. Pavan, Pat Ryan, Lori Munroe. 
STANDING: Cheryl Cameron, Janice Green, Angela Barkian, Bette-Anne Howick, Karen 
Hazel, Val Chappel, ----, Becky Cudmore, Susan Smith. 
FIRST ROW: Graham McFie, Audrey Volker, Mary Tracey, Nancy Grimes, Sharon Gibbs, 
David McNea, Moira Nikander, Mike McNea. 
SECOND ROW: Frances Barnes, Debbie Murphy, Sandra Barnes, • 9 •-, Peter McNea, 
Debra Cowen, Bevin Wellwood, Mr. Stone . 
SEATED: Esth·er Loaring, Phil Tuz, Ian Thompson, Mark Krailo, Dan Cocchetto, Moira N. 
STANDING: Cathy Pringle, Bob Cowley, Dave Moore, Ernie Burke, Ken Kozak, Don Zura, 
Gary Maisonville, Bruce Grayson, Mike McNea, Brian Suominen, Judy Colbourn. 
LEFT TO R.IGHT: Ernie Burke, Clark Johnson, Mark Parr, Gary Gazo, Mr. Geary. 
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SEATED: Diana Wilson, Secretary; Mark Parr, Jr . Head Boy; Wendy Barron, Head Girl; 
Dave Dawson, Head Boy; Mary McBean. Jr. Head Girl; B. Aliberti, Treasurer. 
STANDING: Mr. Breaton, George Bolohan, Mr. O'Gorman, Mr. Sabo. 
FIRST ROW: Geoff Vernon, Mary Zakoor. 
SECOND ROW: Sandy Janisse, Dave Mc Bean, 
Debbie Baerg. 
THIRD ROW: John Craig, <;iord O'Toole , Sue Voy, 
Geri Oke, Janis Brick. 
FOURTH ROW: Kevin Weir. 
SEATED: K. McGrath, 
Mary Birkett, 
K. Liscombe, Jane 
Broadbent, Linda Bielecki, 
Marg Zold. 
ST ANDING: Mr. Dennison, 
Mr. Gibson, John Andrew, 
Mr. Breaton, Gary 
Jones, Mr. Gougeon, 
Mr. 0 'Gorman. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Cathy Swartzentruber, Cathy 
Woodall, Heather Jacobs, Karen O'Toole. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Bernie Aliberti, Les Sole , 
Sharon Binstead, Dave Dawson. 
SEATED: Gary Hitch, Greg 
Hardcastle, Bob Hedley, Jim Hawker. 
STANDING: Danny Angus, Allan 
Watling, Dave Boyle, Wayne Parsons, 
Larry Bessette. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. 
Michinski, John Armstrong, 
Armando Prini, Bob Hedley, 
Tim Kennedy. 
------- ,, __________________________ _ 
/ 
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FIRST ROW: Cam Pickering, Rick Aytoun, Craig Johnson, Kevin Weir, George Davies, Bob 
Charlesbois. 
SECOND ROW: Dave McQua, Bill Malmberg, Gary Howell, Barry Feetham, Tom Smith, Carl 
Montcalm, Glen Kirkpatrick, Randy Johnston. 
THIRD ROW: Ron Walmsley, Jim Munroe, Dave Voy, Norm Peck, Danny Neil, Glen White, 
George Bolohan. 
FOURTH ROW: Jim Palmeri, Chris Kennedy, Max Dotterman, Steve Freeman, Brian Pop, 
Jim Robinson, Jaques Parent. 
The Rebels had high hopes at the season's opening. From the opening kick-off against 
Assumption, they marched all over the Raiders and penetrated deep into the opposition 's ter-
ritory only to be thwarted. From that moment on, it was all downhill. Disaster struck, 
Dave Voy, our prize All-City choice sustained a severe knee injury. This loss was com-
pounded when Rick Aytoun 's valuable services were lost and by Craig Johnson, who was 
hampered throughout the season with a bad shoulder. 
Without these key players, plus many other injuries, the Rebels lacked the inspiration 
and drive to play over their injuries. The result was their disappointing 1-5 record. The 
bright side of the season had to be the 1st Team All-City and 3rd Team All -City picks, Max 
Dotterman and Craig Johnson, respectively. 
Wishes for a more prosperous season 
Kevin Weir 
KNEELING; John Wellington, Chris Gagnon, Cam Falls , Glen Carroll, Steve Lauer, Warren 
Kell, Dan Marrin, Paul Nicole, Darryl Sabo, John Goodfellow. 
STANDING: George Russell, Rick Williams, Kirk Weiko, Dave Joinville, Paul JDumouchelle, 
Larry Acchione, Captain; Mike Kuta, Assistant Captain; Charlie Rondot, John Klein, Bob 
Tracey, Bob McKenzie, Bruce McKenzie, Keith Devlin, Chris Berthiame. 
CHEERLEADERS: Joanne Berry, Mary McGrath, Pam Seguin. 
This year, our Junior Team had a pretty good season even though we didn't make it into 
the W, S.S. A. finals. We won half our games in league competition and we won the Essex 
County trophy again. An injury in the first game made us lose our power runner Chris Smith, 
but Kirk Weiko took over Smith's spot and did an excellent job. Other standouts for the team 
were lineman Paul Nicole and wingback Larry Acchione. 
The entire team would like to thank our coaching staff which consisted of Mr. Snyder, Mr. 
Parsons, Mr. Frank, and Mr. Geary. These four gave up their spare time to make this 
year's team a successful one. 
Charlie Rondot 
Senior Rebels in action 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Clyde Munt, Chris Bowman, Randy Johnston, Bill McLeod, Gary Bodnar. 
This year the Cross-Country teams were very successful as they have been in previous 
years. 
The Midgets are the up and coming team at Riverside. The team was supported well by 
Paul Albu, Kirk Billinghurst, Bob Fazecash, Steve Murdock, Tim O'Neil, Darryl Sabo, and 
Geoff Vernon. This year the boys finished third in the Windsor Meet and also in the South 
Western Ontario Meet. 
The members of the junior team, John Andrew, Andy Comber, Peter Kelton, Karl 
Klapowich and Bill Paterson, also had a fine year. They finished fifth in the Windsor meet 
and a surprising second in the South Western Ontario meet. 
The big story this year concerned the senior team, which consisted of, "Dancing Gary 
Bodnar, Carnival Chris Bowman, Mighty Mice Munt", and M'cLeod along with Randy 
Johnston and Kevin Weir. At Windsor the boys established a new record by finishing a per-
fect 1, 2, 3, 4. At SWOSSA, the senior team also finished first with a total of 11 points. This 
qualified the team to go to Toronto where they placed tenth out of 25 teams. Two members, 
-
Bill M'cLeod and Clyde Munt, were fortunate enough to go to Vancouver to represent South-
ern Ontario in the All Canada Cross-Country Meet. 
By the way, the senior team won the annual foot-hamburger game by a forfeit. They now 
lead the series (54-0). 
Bill McLeod 
KNEELING: Bill Paterson, Miles Cleary, T. O'Neil. 
STANDING: Peter Kelton, Karl Klapowich, John 
Andrew, Mr. Dawson. 
KNEELING: Miles Cleary, Tim O'Neil, Steve 
Murdock. 
ST ANDING: Mr. Dawson, Paul Albu, Geoff Vernon, 
Brian Kirk. 
MISSING: Kirk Billingshurst, Darryl Sabo, Bob 
Fazecash. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Sandi Martin, Joan Leake, 
Sue Andrew, Marilyn Molyneaux, Kim Alofs, 
Est her Loaring, Nancy Fields. 
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SITTING: Jack Leake, Tim McGivney, Jeff 
Noakes, Glen Ford, Jim Campbell. 
STANDING: Bob Hedley, Bill Malmberg, 
Terry Collins, Pat M., --- -, W. Bulbeck, 
Peter McBean. 
ON BOARD: Marty Denonville, Al Morrow, 
Armando Prini, - - · -, Tom Lauzon. 
ON BOARD: Maggie Graham, Mary McBean, Chris Bates, Jackie Andrew, Carol Fields, 
Julie Elcoate, Barb Graham, Janis Pye, Debbie Cowan. 
SEATED: Melanie Girard, Joan Kennedy, Janice Elliot, Janice Rayner, Anne Riosa, Sharon 
Cleary. 
ON BOARD: Doug Martin, David McBean, Keith Smith, - --- , Mike Brick, Doug Peters, Jim 
Marentette, Warren Fullerton. 
KNEELING: Chris Fry, Brian Markannen, Brian Rucker, Bruce McKenzie. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Tom Lauzon, Glen Ford, Alan Morrow, Sue Andrews, Brian Markkanen, 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. Fairlie, Mr. 
Warkentin, Mr. Michie, Mr. Williams. 
SEATED: Kevin Weir, John Andrew, 
Craig Johnson, Ernie Henderson. 
ST ANDING: Geoff Vernon, Peter 
Fry, Peter Kelton, John Craig, 
Randy Johnston, Bill Paterson, 
Bruce Bartlett. 
FIRST ROW: Shelly Horvath, Sue Clancy, 
Wendy Johnston, Joanne Terry, J. Berry. 
SECOND ROW: Sue Hines, Kathy Liscombe, 
Kim Alofs, Marilyn Molyneaux. 
THIRD ROW: Beth Brown, Michele Banks. 
Sue McLeod, Mary Tracey, Debbie Baerg. 
FOURTH ROW: Monica Hoffman. J. Morand, 
Ingrid Geml, Joyce Gallinger. 
FIFTH ROW: Sue-Anne Scali, Pat Wegner. 
SIXTH ROW: Gail Fredrick, Janis Pye, 
Mary-Lou Decou. 
SEVENTH ROW: Susan White, Pat Brennan, 




KNEELING: Judy Decou~ Geri Oke. Sue Hines, Sue Clancy, Cheryl Brown, D. McDonald, 
Pat Kelly. 
ST ANDING: Miss Wright, Penny Fazackerly, Hilka Kujala, Sue Voy, Karen Brennanstuhl, 
Liz Postill, Gail Rau. 
FRONT ROW: Simone Peladeau, Debbie Venus, Wendy Kuala, Janice Morand, Pam Nicols , 
Nancy Guidolin. 
BACK ROW: D. Simansky, M . Banks, L. Matthews, Mrs. West , J. Barr, J . Berry, A. L. 
KNEELING: ----, Tom Morrison, Bill Motriuk, Jim Matthews, Rudy Wallman. 
STANDING: Mr. Delcol, Jim Lengyel, Mike Stemmler, Bob Easter, 
FRONT ROW: Lisa Berneche, Cindy Lasek, Diane Suominen, Diane Alexander, Betty Dunn, 
Lynne White, Laura Lee, Audrey Volker. 
BACK ROW: Glen White, ----, Don Zuric, Gord O'Toole, ----, Dereck MacIntyre, Derek 
Revait, Bill Motriuk, Mr. Michinski. 
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-
FIRST ROW: Bob Pierce, M. Friest, S. Fleming, R. Avarie, L. Ascott, J. Parent, Craig Johnson. 
SECOND ROW: B . Motriuk, J. Aitken, R. Chamberlain, Mr. Dunlop, Mike Kuda, L. Bonanno, 
Glen White. 
MISSING : Bruce Harding, Paul Ryan, Fred Creed, Rick Poremba, Roger Ducharme. 
PRONE: John Zavitz, Jim Heuchan, ----, ----, Bob Cowley, Paul Middlemist. 
KNEELING: W. Parsons, C. Chadwick, D. Watson, A. Isaac, R. Krewench, R. Hyatt, David Gay. 
COMMANDING: Bruce Gray son 
VICTIM: Mr. Giles 
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KNEELING,: Peter Mingay, George Davies, Dave Vay, Steve Freeman, Tom Smith. 
STANDING : Mr. Burleigh, Randy Johnston, Rick Beckendorf, Jerry Stanko, Norm Peck, 
Dave McQua, Werner Weisshaar, Jim Campbell. 
KNEELING: Mario Bonnano, 
Cam Falls, G. Russell, Paul 
Albu, Nelson Smardon. 
ST ANDING: Brian Park, Karl 
Klapowich, Ted Fuller, R. 
Wallman, Micheal Barnes. 
• 
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KNEELING : Kerry Marshal, Bob Brisco, John Cecile, Bill Barker, Geoff Vernon. 
STANDING: Mr. Emmerson, Gary Jacobs, Dennis Lauzon, Bob Kella, Bruno Chiconi, Greg 
Souliere, Bob Easter. 
6R.S.S. ~a~ '7eam 
FIRST ROW: Bill Salzer, Bob McKenzie, Wayne College, Kerry Best, Bob Barlow, Alan 
Laporte, Mike Dutchuk. 
SECOND ROW: Brian Tomsich, Jack McCarthy, Jim Palmeri, L es Sole, Ron Mosco, Max 
Dotterman, Don Anger, Nick Natyshak. 
THIRD ROW: Mr. Snyder, Werner Plackman, Mik,e Byerley, Bill Thatchuk, Dale Taylor, 
Jim Clarke, Mr. Gougeon. 


"OVER THE RAINBOW" 
Last May, our school held its annual prom - this year's theme being "Over the Rainbow". 
Sue Rogers reigned as the new queen and was attended by princesses, Pat Kelly, Adine Rogers, 
Wendy Barron, Kathy McGrath, Dodi Mahony, and Kim Fellows. Beautiful decorations created 
a "make-believe" atmosphere and the entire evening was a great success. 
U. N. TRIP TO NEW YORK 
BY: LIZ MACDONALD 
It was a great honour for me, this past November, to represent Riverside on the 
trip to New York to visit the United Nations, sponsored annually by the Windsor 
Board of Education. There were thirteen of us in all, twelve girls from the different 
high schools in Windsor and our chaperone, Mrs. Dunlop, principal of Alicia Mason. 
We started our big adventure one Saturday morning last November. We all 
congregated, said our last good-byes, and promised our mothers we'd be good girls 
at Detroit International Airport. And then we were off .... to spend four wonderful exciting days in 
New York City! 
We landed at La Guardia Airport mid-afternoon. The drive from the airport to the Y. M. C. A. 
where we were staying was something I'll never forget . The Empire State Building, Macy's, Madison 
Square Gardens (which isn't square at all but rather is round!) - I was seeing for the first time places 
I've read and heard about for years. 
The 11Y11 we stayed at was in a perfect location ... one block down from Macy's, two blocks over 
from Gimbils. It didn't take long for us to get settled. After singing 110 Canada" a few times in the 
lobby, everyone seemed to know us. The rest of the afternoon we spent exploring and that night we 
went to the Radio City Music Hall. It was a beautiful theatre with huge chandeliers, mirrored walls 
and a sweeping stairway. 
Sunday we spent the day sight-seeing. Lincoln Centre, Central Park, St. Patricks Cathedral, 
Broadway .... by supper our feet knew every sidewalk on Manhattan - or at least they felt that way ! 
We relaxed over an exotic dinner in Chinatown, and then proceeded to buy out all the tiny shops. 
Bowls, beads, flowers, and kites - all sorts of Far Eastern rarities, made in Japan of course! 
Monday was United Nations Day for us. In the morning, we were taken on a tour. We visited 
the General Assembly, Security Council and many other minor chambers. The Canadian Delegation 
hosted us to a lovely dinner in the Delegates Dining Room. It was quite an honour for us to eat with 
the distinguished delegates from all parts of the world. After lunch we were invited to the Canadian 
Mission. Just as we arrived, Tommy Douglas was leaving. It was a real treat to talk for a few 
minutes with one of the Canadian delegates. It was fascinating to hear about the U. N. and Canada's 
role in it. We returned to the U. N. and sat in on a couple of the committee meetings. We sat in 
on the General Assembly as well, and listened to some varied and interesting debates on Red China's 
admission to the U. N . 
We had time enough for a quick bite to eat and then it was off to Broadway to see "Hello Dolly". 
Pearl Bailey and Cab Calloway were marvelous . After the show, Pearl Bailey did a few extra 
numbers. She was perfectly charming and made it a real night to remember. We all fell in love 
with Broadway at night- the bright lights, flashing signs and gay people- it didn't all seem real! 
Tuesday was a busy day filled with last minute shopping and sight- seeing. Before leaving for 
La Guardia to catch an early evening plane, I took a trip on the Staten Island Ferry. It only cost 
a nickel, and what a magnificent way to see the New York Skyline! The whole trip was worth it, 
if only for the boat ride. It was the perfect way to wind up the trip and say good- bye to New York, 
that city of all cities. It's big and it's cold and it's lonely, that's true, but New York has a magic 
all its own and we were all caught up in its spell. When we came home that Tuesday, each of us 
found that we'd left a little of ourselves behind. 
The trip to New York was far more than a history lesson to me, it was a great experience I 






THE WINDSOR BOARD 
OF 
EDUCATION 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
the staff and students 
of 
RIVERSIDE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
To the members of the 1970 Graduating Class, we extend 
our sincerest congratulations for your past achievements 
and best wishes for the future. 
WINDSOR 




Ward 11 •••••.••••••••••••••.•.•.••..•...•..•...•••••..•.•••••• G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward 111 •••..•••••••.•.•.•..•.•••••••.••.•.•••••.•...... T.N. Libby, B.A., L.Th., M.S.W. 
Ward IV .................................................................. A. Caird 
Ward V .... . .......................................................... R.V. Simpson 
Ward VI ..............•................................................ D.T. Watson 
Ward VII •.......•.•..•.•.................... . .. .. ...........•..... . .. G.H. Hawkins 
Ward VI 11 • •.... . ..•.•.•••••••.••••••••••••.•.•••••.•....•....• S.M. McDowall, B.A.Sc. 
B.K. Ducharme 
J.C. MacDonald, B.A. 
Board of Education Trustees 
Elected by Separate School Ratepayers 
K.E. Fathers 
P.L. McManus, B.A. 
• 
BRANDON UNIVERSITY has the dual distinction of being one of the youngest and one of the oldest in· 
stitutions of higher learning in western Canada. Created in 1967 on the foundation of Brandon College, 
it traces its history back to 1899. It includes a school of music and there are faculties of arts, science and 
education. Degree courses include bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, bachelor of music, bachelor of 
education and bachelor of teaching. There is a certificate programme in wildlife biology. In the conser-
vatory department of the school of music instruction is available in piano, harpsichord, voice, strings, 
woodwind, brass and percussion. 
There is a day programme and an evening and Saturday programme in both the fall and winter terms; also 
a summer session. The total annual enrolment exceeds 2,000. In 1960 it was 725. In recent years new 
buildings have been added at the rate of one per year. These include gymnasium, dining and residence 
complex, arts and library building connected with a lecture hall, music building and education building. 
The Western Manitoba Centennial Auditorium, opened in 1969, is on the university campus and con-
nected by underground passage with the music building. A five-storey science building is scheduled to be 
completed in 1971. Another building being planned is an eight-storey residence which will bring total 
student residence accommodation to 600. The university, however, retains and seeks to retain the atmos-
phere and advantages of a small institution. 
The university is deeply rooted in western Manitoba but now attracts students from many countries, as 
many as 17 being represented at one time. 
The university's library includes more than 70,000 items and is growing at the rate of 10,000 additions 
annually. 
Many of the activities on campus spread out to the community and bring color and enrichment to it. 
Among these: the Brandon University Midwinter Seminar and the Brandon Film Festival. The univer-
sity recently created an Art Exhibitions Committee. The Brandon University Trio, formerly the Halifax 
Trio, has a national reputation. The B.J. Hales Natural History Museum houses the largest collection in 
existence of birds indigenous to Manitoba. 
Brandon University athletic teams compete with other western Canadian and some United States univer-
sities and colleges. In 1969 the university became a member of the Western Canadian Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association. 
UNITED NATIONS 1970 HIGH SCHOOL SEMI NAR 
for high school students in Manitoba and 
Northwest Ontario 
Brandon University 16 · 21 August 
For additional information, apply 
OFFICE OF REGISTRAR, 
TELEPHONE (204) 727-5401 
BRANDON UNIVERSITY 
BRANDON MANITOBA CANADA 
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OUR SPORTS PROGRAM FOR THIS SEASON 
Chrysler has a great sports lineup for 1970: 
For starters, Plymouth 1970 makes it with 
the fabulous Barracuda Series. Valiant Duster 340. 
And the imperturbable Plymouth GTX. 
Or, you and your fo lks could be Dodge 
Material. Find out with a run in the cars with the 
bumblebee stripe: The Challenger. Charger 500. 
Dart Swinger 340. Coronet Super Bee. 
The loaded lineup. Performance on wheels, 
waiting for the call of the road. 
Think about it. You'll feel like a million in 
one of these proud new beauties. 
Plymouth · Dodge · Chrysler· Imperial · Dodge & Fargo Trucks · Simca · Sunbeam 
'4~ CHRYSLER 
,., CANADA LTD. 
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A university of academic ex-
cellence, offering programs 
of study In Arts, Engineering, 
Mathematics, Science, En-
vironmental Studies, Archi-
tecture, Optometry and Phy-
sical Education--on one of 
11111 
~ I"'."' 
the most beautiful campuses in Canada. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO 
Waterloo, Ontario 





478S Wyandotte St. East 
Windsor, Ont. 
948-4191 
FREE MOTORIZED DELIVERY 
MAYOR FRANK WANSBROUGH 
COUNCIL: 
Hunttey J. Farrow 
Mrs. Elizabeth Kishkon 
Roy Moore 
Peter Mackenzie 
Dr. Roy Perry 
Anthony Soda 
Thomas S. Toth 
Albert H. Weeks 
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Looking for an interesting 
career after high school? 
Find out now what the 
Bank of Montreal can 
offer you if you are willing 
to work and learn. Our in-
teresting booklet " The 
Future with a Future" out-
lines the absorbing jobs 
and better opportunities 
in a career in banking. To 
obtain your free copy 
write to Personnel Mana-
ger, Bank of Montreal , 
640 Pender St. West, Van-
couver 2, B.C. There is no 
obligation, except to your-
self. 
Bank of Montreal ~ 
C.nede's Fir s t Ba nk 
Riverside Branch: H.A. THOMPSON, Manager 
Riverside Secondary School Rings 
Now Available at COYLE'S JEWELLERY 
Available in 10K Gold or Sterling 
With Various Coloured Stones 
COYLE'S JEWELLERY 
~ GIFT SHOP 
5925 Wyandotte East 
945-1969 
Quality D iamonds 
• • • 
Swiss Watches BIRKS 
• • • J EWELLER S 
Fine Silver Ouellette at Park 
••• 
English China 
RAY'S PRINTING AND STATIONERY 
Office & School Supplies 
Cole's Notes, Etc. 
8045 Wyandotte Street E. 
Phone 945-0379 







Guitars and Amplifiers 
Exclusive Dealer for Traynor Amplifiers 
Musical Instruments Repaired 
128 University Avenue West 256-1018 
Compliments of 
GLIDDEN DAI RY BAR 
5989 Wyandotte Street East 
THE SHEET MUSIC SHOP 
128 University Avenue West 
(Opposite Capitol Theatre) 
Full Stock of All Printed Music 
Phone 256-1803 
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR 
Jofvuton e'lc!. & Sport C.ntr. 
Phone 
945-3434 
V. & L. LAPORTE 
Proprietors 
5909 Wyandotte Street E. at Esdras 
WINDSOR 16, ONTARIO 
SKATE SHOP 
St. Clair Beach Arena 
735-6112 
FRED the TAILOR 
FORMAL RENTAL SERVICE 
90 University St. E. 
AL TE RATIONS 
264-0351 
across from the TOP HAT 
MATTH EW'S CONFECTION E RV 
8157 Wyandotte East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Biggie Kaschak, Owner 
Compliments of 
ST. ROSE FLORIST & GIFT SHOP 
6955 Wyandotte St. E., Riverside 
ESQUIRE BARBER SHOP 
5675 Wyandotte at St. Louis 
RIVERSIDE SHEET METAL LTD. 
Est. 1945 
Light & Heavy 
Sheet Metal Work 
7816 Wyandotte St. E. Windsor, Ont. 
Dr. S.A. Hasnain 
Mrs. H. Hasnain 
175 Goyeau Street 
Windsor 14, Ontario 
Bus. 252-6892 Res. 948-0488 
"TEEN MAN" - "CHARTER CLUB" 
SUITS and "COMBOS" for 
" HI" - MEN 
STUART STYLE CORNER 
Ouellette at University 
~ 'lltan3 INTERIORS/ 
CUSTOM DRAPERIES - FURNITURE - LAMPS 
WALLPAPERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
L---------------'----------------~,29 945-8771 8015 Wyandotte St. E. 
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